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Named Educator Of The Year
I

Afg°

61tOlar‘-‘Cj‘IDnei::\f-6

Officials Give
Response To
Iran's Demands

Nix Honored By
Stati ZI4yc
ees
t-6
-,Jimmy Nix, a veteran
-),.great deal of his time away from school
(tucale with 9....
ten years service in the
oway Coun- noto youth activities. He works with the
ty School System, has4een named ;"'"Itumnier youth program in the local
Educator of the Year by the Kentucky
parks system each year and has coachJaycees.
.
ed teams, in the Murray Baseball
Nix, who was nominated for the
Association five of the past seven years.
award by the Murray-Calloway County
He served as president of the Kentucky
Jaycees, will be presented the honor at
League in 1978 and the Little League in
the Kentucky Jaycee fall directors
1980.
meeting in Bowling Green Nov. 22. He
Nix has also worked in numerous
will represent Kentucky in the national
basketball camps at Murray State,
• competition for Educator of the Year.
Calloway High and Calloway Middle
Nix began his teaching-coaching
school.
career in the elementary level of the
Nix and his wife, Brenda, an incounty system and has been at
structor at Murray Vocational School,
Calloway County High for the past five
have three sons, Scott 12, Trent 4 and
years. In addition to serving as cross
Jeffrey eight months.
country coach, track coach and assisNix is active in several organizations
tant basketball coach, Nix teaches a
associated with teaching and coaching.
full load in social studies.
The CCHS cross country team coachThe Calloway County educator was
ed by Nix this year won the regional
selected for the state honor from entournament and advanced to the state
tries submitted by the 131 Jaycee
meet.
chapters throughout Kentucky. David
A graduate of Calloway High and
Foley is chairman of the project for the
Murray State University, Nix devotes a
local Jaycee Chapter.

WASHINGTON (API — Deputy
Secretary of State Warren Christopher
led a small party of Officials to Algiers
today to deliver the U.S. response to
Iranian dem
the release of the
52 America
()stages, the State
Department announced.

JAWS DONATION — The Blue Grass State CB Club presented an $825
donation for the purchase of "laws of life" rescue equipment. The Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's Club has led the campaign to raise
the money. Several civic organizations have contributed to the cause and
the CB Club's donation is the largest to date. The CB Club raised the
money through several fund-raising jaYnborees. Presenting the check to
Lois Keller (center), of the Sigma Department, are Billy Green (left), club
vice president, and Hawley Bucy, club president.

Department officials said it was
highly unlikely that Christopher would
meet with Iranian authorities, who
have been using Algeria as an intermediary. But they said the United
States remains willing to hold facetoface talks.
"We have a year's story to tell, and if
Algeria is to act for us, they have to be
fully informed," said one U.S. official
who asked not to be identified.
Christopher left Washington unannounced at 1 a.m. EST on the flight to
Algiers.
No details of the reply he carried with
him were made public.
Department press officer Sondra McCarty said in a prepared statement that
the U.S. response, which had been

Uncertainty Hangs Over Capitol
As Lame-Duck Session To Begin

KENTUCKY EDUCATOR OF THE YEAR — Jimmy Nix, a veteran
educator in the Calloway County School System, has been named
Educator of the Year by the Kentucky Jaycees.

WASHINGTON (AP
— Thu
Democratic-controlled 96th Congress
opens its lame-duck session Wednesday
uncertain of what it will accomplish.
Unclear, too, is the fate of a $39.8 billion
tax cut bill endorsed by President-elect
Ronald Reagan.
The measure was drafted by the
Senate Finance Committee and is supported by both Sen. Russell'Long, DLa., the. committee chairman, and Sen.
Bob.bole,
Who will assume
Long's role in January when
Republicans take control of the Senate
for the first time since 1954.
Senate Minority Leader Howard
Baker of Tennessee. who will become
majority leader in January, said Sunday he thinks the bill "will pass the
Senate. I think we can move pretty promptly on a tax bill."
But what happens in the House, he added, is another matter.
There, Rep. Al Ullman, D-Ore., the
Ways and Means Committee chairman,
says he will not move to block the bill
following his defeat Tuesday.
But Ullman, whose committee would
likely take up the measure,says he also

would not want to move any Senatepassed bill forward. unless President
Carter and the Democratic leadership
concurred.
So far, Carter and his economic advisers are sticking with their argument
that a tax cut now would be inflationary
and should be delayed until next year.
And Carter could still veto any tax cut
passed this session. Baker said Sunday
he had "grave doubts",the president
would sign any tax-cut that emerged
from the lamelduck session.
The Finance Committee's ,bill includes about $22 billion in individual tax
cuts and nearly $18 billion in cuts for
business. The $37 billion tax cut Reagan
supports would cut individual tax rates
10 percent a year for three years.
Yet, Reagan said last week,"it would
be fine with me" if the Finance Committee bill won speedy approval.
Even before reaching the president's
desk, however, any tax cut faces
several Other obstacles:
—House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
Jr. has said he doubts the lame-duck
session will pass any legislation except
appropriations bills needed to keep the

Both Sides Report Fatalities

Fighting Heavy As Iraq-Iran War Continues
By FAROUK NASSAR
Associated Press Writer
BEIRUT, Lebanon ( AP) — Iraq
claimed its helicopter gunships set fire
to gas installations in besieged Abadan
and its tanks killed 74 Iranian troops,
while Iran reported its forces destroyed
two Iraqi oil terminals on the Persian
Gulf and killed 185 enemy troops in
Iraqi-occupied territory.
An Iraqi communique said waves of
its gunships pounded a natural gas
storage center and a gas pipeline in
Abadan, the last Iranian stronghold
along the Shatt al-Arab estuary at the
northern end of the Persian Gulf. It said
Iraqi infantry and tanks killed 74 Ira-

County School Board
To Meet Thursday
The Calloway County School Board
will hold its regular monthly meeting at
7 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 13, in the board
of education office on College Farm
Road, according to Dr. Jack Rose,
superintendent.
Items on the agenda include several
audits, bids for high school furniture,
surplus property sale and personnel
items, Rose said.

'

Parks Board Resets
Meeting For Friday
The monthly meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Parks Board has been
rescheduled to Friday, Nov. 14, accorilinoto parks director Gary Bohr"...
The agenda for the,meeting, set for 5
p.m. in the courthouse, will include the
;finance committee's report on the proposed budget,the monthly finance committee report, and committee appointTents.

nians in ground assaults on the city's
northern and eastern gates. The communique acknowledged 11 Iraqis killed.
An Iranian communique said Iranian
forces attacked Iraqi troops Sunday on
the northeastern bank of the Bahmanshir River, on the northeast side of
Abadan, inflicting losses on the invaders and driving them back from the
edge of the waterway. The communique also said Iranian airborne forces
and artillery "crushed" Iraqi forces on
the road linking Abandan and Mahsahr,
50 miles to the east.
Another Iranian communique said
navy commandos stormed Iraqi oil
loading terminals at Al Bakr and Khor
Alamaya, on the Persian Gulf, and
"completely destroyed" the two
facilities.
"Iraq will not be able to export any oil
through the Persian Gulf" as a result of
the "suicide operation mounted by
Iran's naval heroes," the communique
said. It also claimed Iranian warplanes
have demolished 70 percent of the big
oil refinery in Kirkuk, the center of
Iraq's petroleum industry 150 miles
north of Baghdad.
Both Iran and Iraq suspended oil exports after the war broke out seven
weeks ago. Iraq had been shipping 3.5
million barrels of crude oil daily, while
Iran's exports were estimated at
500,000 barrels.
In other fighting,' Iran said its
warplanes leveled the Iraqi border post
of Kalat, killing 50 Iraqis and wounding
100. Iranian communiques also
reported 185 Iraqi soldiers killed by
helie„upter gunships eicizios.re in ire-. nian territory at a cost of six Iranian,,
paratroopers killed and one helicopter
lost.
None of the battlefield claims could
be confirmed.
Meanwhile, Iraqi President Saddant

C Ft -C2

Hussein said the conflict was a holy war
in which his nation was defending the
ideals of the Prophet Mohammed.
"The heroic Iraqi armed forces..,are
fighting a clique linked by inheritance,
thoughts and activity to the Persian
Empire that was destroyed by Islam,"
Hussein said in a message marking the
lunar Islamic new year. "They are in
fact Ai-passing the cause of defense of
the land of Iraq and its people...to defend the ideals for which the Prophet
Mohammed and his great supporters
waged their holy war."
Iraq and Iran are both Moslem nations, but while Iraqis are of Arab descent the Iranians are of Persian
ancestry. Both countries are waving
the banner of Islam, and each claims
the other is defying the faith.
In Iran, meanwhile, the arrest of
former Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh rekindled the power struggle
between moderates led by President'
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr and the Moslem

Annex Dedication
Dedication for the new library
Arts Annex (also known as the Higgins House),.located west of the
Calloway County Public Library, is
scheduled for 7 p.m. tonight at 712
Main St.
The Friends of the library and the
public library boards of directors
will host the event.
"The publicisinvilad in attend f h°
program as an opening of the Arts
Annex with Friends which creates
another facility —for community
enrichment," Ronnie Jackson,
chairman for the Calloway County
Public Library Board of Trustees,
said.

hard-liners who dominate the Majlis, or
Parliament.
Ghotbzadeh, a moderate, was arrested Thursday after he criticized the
Moslem radicals running one of Iran's
two television channels.
Ghotbzadeh made his criticism in a
TV interview on the other channel, and
the government broadcasting chief,
Mohammad Moballeghi Islami, was
fired and ordered arrested as a result.

government running.'
•—Expeditious action on a tax cut
could be frustrated on the Senate floor
by what one top congressional staff
member called a lot of bitter, "wounded tigers," who might prevent passage
from being a "neat and speedy process."
—Additional time could be taken up if
Democrats, who will also see their
House majority cut 33 seats come Jan.
3, try to pushihrough pet projects.
—And the volume of work facing the
lame-duck session may be enough in
itself, Ullman-said, to prevent any consideration of a tax cut.
Indeed, the lame-duck session must
pass 10 stalled appropriations bills —
without which most federal agencies
have no money to operate- — or extend
further the stopgap financing that has
kept the government going sinhe the
fiscal year began Oct. 1.

prepared over the last week, would be
given to the Algerian foreign ministry
for transmittal to Iranian officials in
Tehran.
Algeria has been a go-between in indirect negotiations between the U.S.
and Iran aimed at ending the hostage
crisis, which entered its 54th week on
Sunday.
Christopher met with Algeria's ambassador to Washington, Redha Malek,
four times last week.
The State Department said
Christopher was accompanied to
Algiers by Harold Saunders, assistant
secretary of state for Near Eastern and
South Asian Affairs; Deputy Treasury
Secretary Robert Carswell; State
Department legal officer Roberts Owen
and Arnold L. Raphel, a special assistant to Secretary of State Edmund S.
Muskie.
It was learned that U.S. officials
decided to make personal delivery of
the American response to Algerian
foreign ministry officials instead of
transmitting it through normal
diplomatic channels so that there would
be no misunderstandings or questions
about the U.S. position.
The Iranian Majlis, or parliament,
voted on Nov. 2 to set four conditions for
release of the hostages: A U.S. pledge
not to interfere in Iran's internal affairs, the lifting of a freeze on some $8
billion in Iranian assets in this country,
the cancellation of all American legal
claims against Iran and the return of
the wealth of the late Shah Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi.
U.S. officials have said that the first
two demands would be less difficult to
resolve than those involving an end to
legal claims and the return of the
shah's wealth.

No Mail Deliveries
To Be Made Tue4day
'There will be no city or county mail
deliveries Tuesday due to the
observance of Veteran's Day, according to Virgil Gilliam, Murray
postmaster.
Gilliam did say that mail would be
posted in the lock boxes in the lobby of
the post office , located on Chestnut
Street.

inside today
The Murray State Racers suffered a crushing 24-0 defeat to the Austin
Peay Governors Saturday. The game story and photos are on Pages 6 and
7.

today's index

clear and cool
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Clear and quite cool tonight
with lows in the mid 30s. Mostly
sunny Tuesday with highs in the
upper 50s to low 60s.
Extended Forecast
A chance of rain about Friday.
Otherwise mostly fair With near
seasonal temperatures. Highs
mostly in the 50s. Lows in the 30s.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

354.68
354.79

Laker Speech Team Wins Again
The Calloway County High School
speech team rolled up yet another victory Saturday; taking top honors in the
Trigg County Invitational Speech Tournament.

temporaneous speaking.
The Murray High team, coached by
Mark Etherton, took four members to
the tourney and placed three.
Lewis Bossing was first in poetry;

Natalie Simpson, third, externporeanous speaking; and Kellie
Overbey, third, dramatic interpretation. Lisa Russell also qualified for the
finals.

The defending state champion Lakers
took home 57 points compared to second
place Henry County's 18 points.
Of 21 entries by Coach Larry
England's team, 13 placed in the competition. They include Jenise Boyd,
first, and Keith Ford, second, extemporeanous speaking; Lisa -Hale, first,
lanesa Jones, second, prose; Marcia
Cunningham, first, Mike Jackson,
third, original oratory; Kim Marrs and
Sandy Jeffrey, first, and Ben Brumley
and Karen Carraway, thifd, duet acting; Earl Brown, first, Sandy Jeffrey,
third, humorous interpretation; Phillip
Orr, first, Ben Brumley, third,
storytelling; and Marie Brantley, second poetry.
Other team members qualifing for
the finals were- Kim Weatherford;
original oratory; Marcia (7iinningham,
prose, Christy Hale and Trisha Clark,
dramatic interpretation; Earl Brown
and Mickey Hutson, storytelling; and
Alan McClard and Terry Bourland, ax-

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

ORY — The Calloway County High School speech team
won the Trigg County Invitational Speech Tournament Saturday. The
takers totalled 57 points to 18 for second place Henry County. Murray
High sent four team members to the tournament and all four qualified for
the finals.
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Bruce Logue Speaker
For AAUW Meeting

Delta Kappa Gamma Meets
Women ethicators • from
seven uestern Kentucky counties met at the Holiday Inn.in
Fulton for a breakfast
meeting of the Gamma
ilapter of Delta Kappa Gauiilia, national and international
honorary orgainzation .for
A1t1111V11 educators, on, Saturday morning, Nov. 1.
Hostesses were Frieda MeClaj , Katherine Moore.
AI:wean:A Perry, Katj Slain.
Katherine Williamson, W'Ma
WILW.11.and tamale Johnson_
An interesting and eidertaming program of oral interpretation of literar n orks
is as presented by • Robert
Valentine of the %may State
riiiversitj s Department of
Speech and Theatre, and two
Murray State students, Carla
Dale and Dennis Webb.
Among the readings were
• sketches from the much-loved
ant1-1:well-knoveil • humorist;
Mark Twain.
Following the program, Dr.
Alta Presson, president,
presided at the business
meeting. It was announced
that Joyce Fortin had been.appointed to serve as chairman
of the Communications Committee. Plans were finalized
for the Christmas Auction to
hi' held among the member-

Cagey Mass McCanustt.
Pauline McCoy,-Louise Overby, Dr. Alta Presson, Joe Nell
Rayburn.Eva Ross, Ruby Suffill, Dr. Ruble Smith, Lorene
Swam, Louise Swan, Dr .
Helene Visher, Dr. Pauline
Waggoner, and Roberta Whit- .
na h. -Guests were Robert
Valentine, Carla Dale, Dennis
Webb. Mary House, and
Widow Shaw.

ship at the December meeting
in Murray.
-•
Sixty-nine persons attended
• the meeting. Thoge attending
from Calloway County. were:
Georgia Adams. Dr. Ruth
Cole, Katie Doron, Joyce Fortin, Venda Gibson, Dr.
Mildred Hatcher, Verde Happy. Kozella Henry. Ann Herron. I.ula Hodges, Mary Alice
Humphries. Laura Jennings.
Mar Lassiter. I.orene

Murray
S
ibLedge' & Times

‘
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Suburban Ihmwmakers (.1144-To
1101(1- Meejing .41 Rogers Home
The home of Pat Rogers will
be the scene of the meeting of
the'Suburban Homemakers
Club to be held on Tuesday.
Nov. 11, at 7 p.m.
Sue Dunn, president, urges
all members a- nd interested
persons to attend,
. The October meeting was
held at the home of Rosanna
Miller with Mrs. Rogers' as
cohostess.

Book Fair Now
A Book- Fair.- sponsored by.the- Association of -Childhood
Education. Murray State University;
in progress in.
• the Special Education Building, Room 300, MSU. Hours will
be from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,- Monday through Friday,and 8 a.m.
to 12 noon on Saturday.
Officials said a wide assortment and selection of children's
books will be on sale. This a special community service project of the ACE end all parents and teachers are invited to attend,the officials said.

Luncheon Planned At
_Murray Country Club

Reports were given by
Lillian Dunn, secretarytreasurer. Rachel, Hendon
gave the devotion.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Miller and Mrs.
Rogers. Also present were An-

The Women of the Murray Country Club will have their
ladies day luncheon on Wednesday; Nov. 12, at 12 noon at the
club. Margaret Shuffett is chairman of the hostesses and
reservations should be made by today, Monday.
Other hostesses will be Veneta Sexton, Nancy Fandrich,
Diane Villanova, Frances Hulse, Mary Watson, Jerelene
.Sullivan, Annette Alexadder, Claudia Berry, Joni Billington,
Janet Housden, Ann Hoke, Nancy Haverstock, Sally Alexander,Clara Ingram,and Linda Purcell.
_
Toni Hopson said tickets for the Christmas luncheon for
Dec. 10 will be on sale at $6 each this-Wednesday with Billie
.Cohoon to have the tickets.
•
Bridge with Lou Doran and Nancy Haverstock as hostesses
will be played at 9:30 a.m. Wednesday.

(•fit 0%11

THE

ACES RA G CORN, JR

"Fun is like life insurance: the older you get, the
more it costs." -- Kin
Hubbard.
For lots of fun at low cost
--(kibitzers can watch for
nothing), bridge • players
should plan to visit the Host
Farm-Host Corral in
Lancaster, Pa., site of the
Fall National Championships. The tournament
starts on Friday,. Nov. 14,
and runs through Sunday,
Nov. 23. There'll be lots of
action for everyone on deals
like today's interesting
hand.
A real battle will take
place .with a hand like this

IN TIMES LIKE THESE,
THERES ONE
6000 REASON
THE MARTINS SAW US
FOR THEIR
HOMEOWNER LOAN.

Some of our customers are surprised to
find out just how'much we can lend:
Especially today, when things are tight a
lot of places. Fact is, we're still making
large homeowner loans... with terms
that create affordable monthly payments.
Phone us today for your large loan.
Whatever your reason, you've got a good
reason to see us
I.
• No Points •No Brokers Fee

one since many tournament
players use a direct cue bid,
not as a force to game, but
as a tool to show the other
major and an unspecified
minor (over minor .suit
'openings, the cue bid promises both majors).
North has a good.hand in
support of either minor and
cue bids in spades himself to
invite South to bid his
minor. Five clubs is doubled
for penalties by East and
who can blame -him?
side is the favorite fof the
10 trick game in spades.
Against five clubs
doubled, unless West leads a
red suit, declarer will run
off with his "unmakable"
game. Against a spade lead.
,pne of declarer's diamonds
will go on dummy's spade
ace and the North-South
sacrifice will turn into a
plus score.
The defense will get only
a diamond and a heart and
declarer will have no trouble scoring 11 tricks.
NORTH
II-10-A
•A 7 6

•Q7
•Jas2
WEST
EAST
•10 9 8 3
„48KQJ542
1,8 4 2
•VAJ10
•K963
•AQ4
+108,
403
SOUTH

THEY GOT /T.

S

•No Prepayment Penalty

V K 965 3
•107
•AJ9754
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer
East. The bidding:

Lots of action hands like
this one will be dealt. If you
can play, get a partner and
join the fun. If you'd rather
-kibitz, there'll be plenty of
chairs and plenty of national stars who love to perform
for their kibitizers.
Bid with Corn

17
111ZF7
11
,4

;
0
1 D
CI F AMLR ICA4

.

South holds

11-10-R

•KQ.1542
AJI0
•AQ4
43
South
I•

In Murray:
(In Bel-Air Shopping Center)
Suite 2

Phone 753-5573

-

The oldest le ter is "o," unchanged in shape since its
adoption in the Phoenician alphabet about 1300 B.C.

Gives Consumer Hints On Buying Tires
By Jean Cloar
County Extension Agent
For Home Economics
Harsh weather and bad
roads aren't too far off and
that means that some consumers will need to buy new
tires for their car or truck.
There are several things you
need to consider if you're to
get the tire that's right for
your car.
Before April 1979, it was
almost impossible for consumers to choose intelligently
when buying tires. Relatively
little information was
available making it confusing
for consumers to shop and
compare brands.
To make comparative shopping easier for consumers,
passenger car tires that- are
hies, belted or radial now have
"grades." Manufacturers are
required .to tell consumers
about tread wear,traction and
temperature resistance. This
information is molded into the
side wall of, bias and belted
tires. For radial tires, this information is presently only required to be on a sticker at-.
tached to the tire but is required to be on any tires
manufactured after Oct. 1,
1980.
Tread life information is in
numerical,terms; the highest
number indicates the longest

North
I NT

ANSWER: Four spade,
' An
invitational hid of three
spades Is not enough North
needs very -URle to-assure a
good play for game
---

wear expected.. Grades may
range from 70 to 220. If you
compare a bias tire, for example, with, a grade of 80 to a
radial tire with a grade of 170,
you can expect more than
twice as much life from the
.radial.
When comparing tires, it's
important to look at traction
grades. Traction refers to how
fast a car will stop. Grades use
the letters A, B, and C, with A
being the best'. You are unlikely to find an A grade on bias
tires, so if safety is especially
important to you, look at
belted or radial tires.
Temperature resistance
grades help consumers to
know how well a tire will dold
up under excessively high
temperatures. Again, grades
A and B represent the higher'
levels of performance or the
tires that will withstand the
highest temperatures. A. 'C'
standard Should be adequate
for most drivers unless you
carry heavy loads often or do
a lot of high-speed driving,on
bad roads.
•
When comparing traction
and tread life grades, consumers need to decide ,what
they want to use the tire for,
how long they expect to use it,
and how important safety is to
them.

For example,-you might settle for a "B" traction grade if
you don't carry a lot of
passengers or pull a heavy
trailer, and look for a high
grade on tread life for
economy purposes.
Cost is also an important
factor. Be sulyteto compare different brands'among radials,
for example, as well as compare radials to bias and belted
tires. Costs range widely and
you might discover that onc

brand of radials costs less
than another brand of bias.
One cost comparison study
found a difference of 870
among different brands of
radial tires. So it pays to compare. For additional informer
tion, most stores have pamphlets available comparing
their own tires. The pamphlets
include information on size,
tread life, traction and
temperature resistance. .

We are, pleased to
announce thatNibble McCord,bride-elect of Cliff
Dibble has chosen
her decorating accessories from the
Happiness Place.
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Debbie and Cliff
will be Married Nov.
29.

Happiness Place
1104 Story Ave.
753-4567

f

Buy The
First Gallon
of Spred Latex
Flat At Our
Regular Price
and Get The
Second Gallon
of the Same Paint
for Only

East South West North
1•
2•
3+
4+
Dbl,
5+
Pass Pass
Dbl.
Pass Pass, Pass
Opening lead: Spade 10
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Local 4gera-

Lessons were given by
Wilma Wilson on "Health;"
by Sue Adams on "Landscaping:" and by Lillian Dunn on
"Emergency Systems andSafety In The Home."

The
New
Concord
Homemakers Club will meet
Wednesday, Nov. 12, at 1 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. CurtIce
Cook.
All members and interested
persons are invited to attend,
according to the president,•
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield.
Mrs. Effie Edwards
presented the major lesson on
"Avoiding The Major Killers"
at the October meeting held at
the home of Mrs. Bessie Dunn.
The devotion from Matthew
13:16 and a poem on October
were given by Mrs. Cook. Mrs.
Edwards read the minutes,
and members answered the
roll call by naming their
favorite fall trees.
Mrs. Stubblefield, president, welcomed seven
members and two visitors,
Mrs. Jean Cloar and Mrs. Nettie Clark. A new mail box
member is Mrs. Katherine
Beatty.
The hostess, Mrs. Dunn,
served refreshments buffet
style.

MAKES DONATION - Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield, left, president, and Mrs. Doris Nance, center, secretary, of the Calloway County Genealogical Society, presented a check
for $100 to the Calloway Public Librarian, Margaret Trevathan, right. The Genealogical
Society will hold its,next regular meeting in the Library Arts Annex and new members
are welcome.

ria.Bell Russell. Lou McGary,
and Jo Farley.

Cook Home Scene
Of New Concord
.'fleet IT ednesda
PRIVATE
RENJAMIN
0

The Murray Branch of the American Association of
University Wamen will•meet Tuesday. Nov. 11, at 7:15 p.m.
at the home of Shirley Spratt.
•
'Bruce Logue, Minister of the University Church of Christ,
will speak on -The Status V the Family in Contemporary
Society."
Prospective members are -welcome and for information
call 753-4160.
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Sale Starts
Sat. Nov.8
ends Sat. Nov. 15

BLACK'S
DECORATING
-CENTER
4

Send Arldge quemtons te.
1'0
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with sell add

Dela, Texan
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701 S. 4th

753-0839
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Coming Community Happenings Announced
Monday, Nov. 10
Dedication of the new
Library Arts Annex .of
Calloway Public Library will
be at 7 p.m. at 712 Main Street,
Murray.

Association of
11, at 7:15 p.m.
lurch of Christ,
Contemporary
or information

Murray Art Guild will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 Pin.
Chili and hot dog supper for
the Rangers and Rangerettes
will be at the Woodmen of the
World Hall at 6:30 p.m.

;o .so .e

_ ,

"IC

hape since its
,ut 1 300 B.C.

SPECIAL MOVIE — A special matinee of the movie,"Gone With The Wind," will be
held Tuesday, Nov. 11, at 1 p.m. at the Cheri Theatre, 1008 Chestnut Street, for the
Senior Citizens. The show will start at 1 p.m. with a 15 minute intermission and will
end about 4 p.m. Transportation can be provided for people living in the city limits by
calling 753-0929. The cost will be $1.50 for the movie and a donation for transportation. Minnie Bell Schrader and Trilby Cunningham are shown in front of the
theater where the movie will be shown. Note the change from the Cine to the Cheri
Theater.
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Dr: Simpson
To Speak At
UCM Meeting

(Of Intel( st It'

'Senior Citizens

Dr. Miles Simpson, Chairman of the Sociology Department at Murray State University will be the guest speaker
at the United Campus
Ministry Luncheon on
Wednesday, Nov. 12. He will
The menus for the Nutrition
speak on the topic, "Issues
and Programs for the Elder- Program for the Elderly and
ly."
the Meals on Wheels have
,
The
United
Campus been released for this week.
Ministry Luncheons are held Meals are served at 12 noon,
every Wednesday at 12:30 Monday through Friday, at
p.m. in the Ordway Con- Douglas; at 1 i:45 a.m., Monfererce Room at MSU. The day through Friday, at Hazel;
and at 12 noon, Tuesday and
cost of the meal is $1.50.
Faculty, students, and other Thursday,at Ellis Community
interested persons are en- Center.
Menus are as follows:
couraged to attend the inforMonday — chili with beans,
mal luncheon. For more inforcheese, creamy cote slaw,
mation call 753-3531.

Nutrition Program Menus '
For This Week Are Listed

Lady Seiko Quartz.
The new watchword
is fashion.

One glance tells you that Seiko has achieved
as much success in the art of design as in the
science of quartz technology. Here's the
contemporary ultra-thin jewelry look a woman
wants. With the incredible Seiko Quartz
accuracy and performance she needs. And
these superb watches never need winding on
her wrist or in her jewelry box.
Choose either a square or round gold-tone
design with rope-like styling at the bezel, a
fine mesh bracelet and a rich gilt dial.
Or come see for yourself how many oilier
-great fashion looks there are in the superb
Seiko Quartz Collection. Seiko Quartz.%

Furches Jewelry
East Side Square
Murray, Ky.
753-2835

crackers,apricots.
Tuesday — roast beef and
gravy, creamy garden peas,
scalloped potatoes, whole
wheat hot roll, peanut butter
fudge cake, banana.
Wednesday — roast pork
and gravy, green beans,
squash casserole, hot roll, apple sauce.
Thursday — meat loaf,
cauliflower with cheese sauce,
whole baby carrots, hot roll,
ambrosia,apple.
Friday — pepper steak,
chinese vegetables, rice, hot
roll, chocolate chip squares,
orange.
• Margarine, milk, coffee, or
tea are served daily.

Pacers Club Will
Meet Wednesday
At Beatty Name
Wilma Beatty will open her
home at 1622 College Terrace
Drive, Murray, for the
meeting of the Pacers
Homemakers Club to be held
Wednesday. Nov. 12.
All members and interested
persons are urged to attend, a
spokesman said.
The club held its October
meting at the home of Florene
Shoemaker with eight
members and one new
member, Linda Bosking, present.
Jean Smith presented a
lesson on "Food For Two" and
Maxine Scott on "New
Materials In House Construction."
A demonstration of
"Counted Cross Stitch" was
shown by Jean Smith.
A social hour was held.

WHITE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
White, Murray Route Seven,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Tiffany Brook, weighing eight
pounds one ounce, born on
Thursday, Oct. 30, at 7:26 p.m.
at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
The mother is the former
Vicky Butterworth.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jim White, 1513 Martin's
Chapel Road, Murray, and
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Butterworth, Murray Route 1.

HEARING AID ANALYSIS
If you don't hear as well as you once
did, if your hearing aid whistles, or if you
suspect that it uses too many batteries,
you should take advantage of our special
service.
•FREE HEARING TESTS
•HEARING AID ANALYSIS
*CLEANING AND TUBING
REPLACEMENT
•BATTERIES AND REPAIRS
FOR ALL MAKES
•DISCOUNT BATTERY PRICES
See your doctor first...
Then visit us for professional service,
C Br. 1A76

co

Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m, at the club house
with Jim Middleton to speak
on "Gourmet Holiday Foods."
Murray Unit of H:irdressers
will have a color show by Heil
at Leta's Beauty Salon at 6
p.m.
Board of Directors of Community Theatre will meet at 7
p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library. The Children's Company will meet at 3:30 p.m. at
the old freight depot in the
City-County Park.
Front Porch Swing will
meet at 7 p.m. at the library of
the First Christian Church.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Dorothy Moore Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
will meet at the home of Jean
Lindsey at 7:15 p.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 11
Ruth Warren Group of Sinking Spring Baptist church will
meet at 7 p.m at the home of
Carol Turner.

Tuesday, Nov. 11
Murray Girl Scout Core
meeting wil) be at 10 a.m, at
the Girl Scout Cabin.

Murray Star Chapter No.
Circles of First United
.433 Order of the Eastern Star
Methodist Church Women will
will Meet at 730 p.m at the
meet as follows: Alice Waters
lodge hall.
with Mrs. Fred Clark, Bessie
Tucker with Mrs. J. C. Winter,
Calloway County YlAettes
and Maryleona Frost with
will meet at 7 p.m. at the MurMrs. Hugh Houston, all at 9:30
ray Vocational Center.
a.m., and Faith Doran at
church at 2 p.m.
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
United
Methodist
Groups of CWF of First First
Christian Church will meet as Church will be at 7 a.m.
follows: I with Mrs. John C.
Mothers' Morning Out will
Quertermous at 10 a.m, with
the program by Mrs. A. H. be at 9a.m.at the First United
Titsworth, and III with Mrs Methodist Church.
Kent Forrester at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Art Guild will prewith the program by Mrs.
sent a special musical proBailey Gore.
gram at 7:30 p.m. featuring
Suzanne Johnson and Sharon
Groups of First Baptist
Owens.
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Owen BillAlcoholics Anonymous will
ington at 9 a.m., and II with
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
Mrs. Bailey Higgins at 2 p.m.
of the West Kentucky ExposiPhebian Sunday School of tion Center.
First Baptist Church, Opal
Howard, teacher, will have a
Senior Citizens will meet as
salad supper at 6 p.m. at the
follows: Dexter at 9:30 a.m, at
home of Mrs. Mancil Vinson.
the Dexter Center; Douglas
Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.;
Murray TOPS (take off
Hazel Center from 10 a.m. to 2
pounds sensibly) Club will
p.m.; Murray at Ellis Center
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Center. •
•
Parents Anonymous will
Singles Class of Seventh and
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforPoplar Church of Christ will
mation call 753-5995 or 435:
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
4385.

Singles Unlimited will not
meet tonight.

. Tuesday,Nov. 11
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority bill
meet at 7 p.m. at DeVanti's.

Wednesday, Nov. 12
-Bridge
with
Murrelle
Walker as hostess will be
played at 9:30 a.m. at the Oaks
Country Club.

Wednesday,Nov. 12
Homemakers* Clubs will
meet as follows: Pacers with
Wilma Beatty; Pottertown at
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 10 a.m.; New Concord with
Mrs. Curtice Cook at 1 p.m.;
South Plasant Grove with
Sherri Paschall at 1:30 p.m.:
Harris Grove, place not annoiineed.

Murray Art Guild will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 pm.

Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 .p.m., at Sirloin
Stockade„.7
Overeaters Anonymous will
meet at 12 noon on the second
floor of the Baptist Student
Union, North 15th Street.
----Douglas Center and Hazel
Center will. be open from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by
the Senior Citizens with lunch
at 12 noon at Douglas and at
11:45 a.m. at Hazel.

Murray
Branch
of
American Association of
University Women will meet
at 7:15 p.m. at the home of
Shirley Spratt with Bruce
Logue as speaker.

The Sigma Department of the-Murray Woman's Club will
meet tonight ( Monday) at 7:30 p.m. at the club house with
Jim Middleton to present the program on "Gourmet Holiday
Foods."
Hostesses will be Ellen Harrell, Janet Denton, Martha Erwin,Shirley Winters, and Norma Frank.

of Kentucky

VA

Coffee by Murray State
University Women's Society
will be from 10 to 11:30 a.m. at
the home of Enuny Edwards,
1110 County Cork Drive, with
Pat Weatherly as cohostess.
Annual Sigma Xi banquet
and lecture by Dr. William E.
Benson will be at 6:30 p.m. at
Winslow Cafeteria, Murray
State; and program at 8 p.m.
in Mason Hall auditorium.
This is open to the public.
Henry Ranson, Good Hope,
Ga., will give a slide presentation on painting at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 423, Fourth floor, Fine
Arts Center, Murray State.
Faculty saxophone quartet
recital by Gerald Welker, Dr.
Roger Reichmuth, Don Story
and Ray Smith will be at 8:15
p.m. in Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Annex, Murray State.
Special matinee for Senior
Citizens to see "Gone With
The Wind" at 1 p.m. at the
Cheri Theater will be held.
Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Colonial House Smorgasbord with
a special tribute to the late
Bryan Tolley to beheld.
Special class on "Your
Amazing Infant" Will be at
9:30 a.m, at the Memorial
Baptist Church with Mary
Usher as instructor. For information call 759-1294.
Student exhibition
in
ceramics and metals by David
Mark Rhodes, Valley Station,
will open in the Clara Eagle
Gallery, Murray State University, and will run through Nov
24.

Eat.
Drink.
And be
wary.
We're not going to suggest that people
stop drinking. But let's face it. Drinking too
much, like eating too much is bad for your
health. What's more, it can lead to an alcoholic
dependency. And that's bad for you, your family.
and everybody around.
Here are some tips for sensible drinking. Eat
something first to slow alcoholic absorption
Dilute high-proof drinks with Water or fruit
juice to slow the rush to the brain. Sip your
drink: don't gulp.
Remember, moderation in food and
drink will help you lead a longer,
healthier life. Staying healthy is the
best kind of health care — and
the least expensive. You can
help by taking care of yourself.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield
and Delta Dental of Kentucky, we're
concerned about rising health care costs.
That's why we're working with consumers, dentists, physicians and hospitals to find ways to hold
costs down.
Write us for information on enrolling in quality
health care prepayment plans. Blue Cross and
Blue Shield and Delta Dental of Kentucky,9901
Linn Station Road, Louisville, KY 40223.

MED!CAL SUPPLIES/HEARING AIDS
206 S. 4th St., Murray, 753-8055

We want you to stay healthy.
R.
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Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Wesleyan
with Wilma Dillon at 7-p.m.;
Ruth Wilson with Geri •
Andersen and Hannah with
Charlene Butwell, both at 7:30
p.m.

We are pleased to
announce that Chris
Behling bride-elect of
Ronnie Harrison has
, selected her pottery
and stainless from
our complete bridal
registry.
Chris-and Ronnie
will be married Nov.
21st.

Sigmas To Meet Here

Blue Cross
13kie Shield
Delta Dental

Bible Oyeryieiri will be at
6:30 p.m. at the First Christian Church.

The Jackson Purchase' Chapter of the Kentucky Archaeological Association will meet tonight • Monday ) at 7
-p.m. at the Purchase Area - Development District Office,
Highway 45 North, Mayfield.
"The Earlier Americans," a film on North American Archaeology, will be shown to highlight the chapter's annual
membership campaign.
Jim Carpenter, vice president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Lions Club Plans Meet

Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New Providence with Dorothy Cook,
Coldwater with Mrs. Dewey
Bazzell, and Paris Road with
Lucille Grogan, all at 1-p.m.;
Suburban with Pat Rogers at 7
p.m.

Blankenship Circle of South
Pleasant' Grove
United
Methodist Churcjh will meet
at 7 pm, at the home of Martha
Clarkie ) Butteiworth
with Marilyn Liddle to present
the program.
.

Archaeological Meet

Jackson Purchase Chapter
Arof the Kentucky
chaeological Association will
The Murray Lions Club will meet Tuesday, Nov. 11, at 6:30
meet at 7 p.m.at the Purchase
p.m. at the Colonial House Smorgasbord with a special pror
Area Development District " gram
in memor;of Bryan Tolley to be held. •
Office, Highway 45 North,
Paul Mansfield, vice president, and Groover Parker, presiMayfield.
dent, urge all members to attend.
Tuesday,Nov.11
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

Warp The Loom will be at 10
am at The Homeplace-1850,
Land Between the Lakes.
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• 10 Years Ago
The Kpitucky Law Enforcement
Council Mobile Training Unit is conducting classes in Murray this week..
Deaths reported include Sharon Lee
Bonds, six hours, and Mrs. Gertie C. ,
Byers.
Dr. W.Frank Steely of Northern Kentucky State College, Fort Thomas,
formerly of Hazel and Murray, has
been named by Gov. Louie Nunn for a
three years'term on the Commission on
Higher Education.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar P. Trotter, Nov. 4, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. William Ross, Nov.
4, and twin girls to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Ragsdale, Nov.6.
Nancy Mathis was toastmistress at
the annual Daddy-Date Night held at
the Colonial House Smorgasbord by the
Murray High School. Chapter of .the
Future Homemakers of America.
Jackie Hargrove, Larry Evans, Mike
Morton, Barry Rose, Rita Hargrove,
and Richard Scott had fiigh averages in
the Saturday Morning Junior Bowling
League at Corvette Lanes.
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Murrayani Honored
We've always said that Murray is one of the best places in
the world to live. The main
reason is because of the people
who live in this community.
Murray and Calloway County
are blessed with what we con-

sider.Lta-be:,a4.4xer-,abuudaace
of unselfish, raring folks, who
daily strive to make the world
around then better for their
fellow man.
Two recent announcements,
one last Friday- and another ttY
day,bear witness to tbis fact.
ri‘cipient
of the
The

"Outstanding Young Woman of
Kentucky" award, Vicki Shell,
and the recipient- of the
"Outstanding Young Educator
of Kentucky," Jimmy Nix, both
hail from our community.
We can think of no individuals more _deserving for_
these honors than Vicki Shell
and Jinuny Nix.
They exemplify the type of individual to be found throughout
the Murray-Calloway. County
community. We are proud of

4--

At -the recent meeting- in Belgrade of the United Nations Edueational, Scientilw. and Cultural Organization. 154 member
countries were unable to reach
agreement on a plan for a "new
world information order." The
.21st UNESCO general assembly,
however, agreed to spend at
least two more 'years studying
the matter, after which another
UNESCO conference.will•decide
what if anything to do.,
UNESCO is up to no good. It
is up to — or should one say,
down to? — setting standards
for -transnationals" (jargon for,
the internattoo41-newi--agencies)
and drawing up codes of conduct for journalists.and licensing journalists to -protect"
them,
.
Now standiris and codes of
conduct and -protection of journalists roily sOund like 'good
ideas. The meaning of these
ideas is something else again.
The meaning can be ascertained
frpm some of 'the language of
the so-called MacBride Report,
a two 'ear study of a special
commission charged with making recommendations for that
"new world infoamation order."
One recommendation is that
communications Aould be ,"an
instrument tor-Treating awareness of natoTrai pm if)! thes. That
means an irilTument of government. Another recommendation

Washingi(in Today
An
e A .t1141}
By WALTER R. MEAFtS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON
AP) — In a
decimated Democratic Party, the survivors are heroes. for now.
So when Sen. Gary Hart narrowly
withstood the eonservative undertow
and barely won a second term in Colorado, his supporters celebrated with
jr chants sugguting,he run for prvident.
'Eighty-four, eighty-four,' they
chorused.
There will be a lot of ,that going
around as Dem.erats look for leadership, and would-be leaders define their
roles in the months ahead.
One of them •iirt,'Idy is_riefine_d• ,Sen
Edward M. Kennedy stands as the clear
leader of liberal Deniocrats. Theirs was
the cause in which he challenged Presilent Carter's renomination, the cause
for which he spoke in defeat at the
Democratic National Convention.
Et-en as he campaigned for Carter
this fall, Kehnedy teased Democrats
about the prospect that he would be
back in three or four years. campaigning for himself again.
But the myth of invincibility is gone.
A Kennedy has been defeated, and badby a president who proved so un. jrpular that he could carry only six
states and the District of Columbia.
It is more than likely that Kennedy
will .try again for the Democratic
nomination in 1984. But it also is likely
that he will have a eontest on his hands.
He has the Senate as a forum, but the
Republican takeover cost him the
power, and the staff . assistance, that
went with chairmanship of the
Judiciary Committee. Kennedy will be
up for Senate re-election in
. Massachusetts in 1982.
That also is the first opening for a
'comeback by Vice Presjdent Walter F.
'Minnesota
Mondale, • a
tern c

••••

ii Thal he Won't
20. lie's iii I
'stay out of elective politics for long.
CalifOr•nia Gov. Edmund G. Brown
Jri as much Is said he'd run next time

20 Years Ago
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them and salute them both for
their achievements.

What's UNESCO Up To?
(Reprinted 53. permission of
The Philadelphia Inquirer)

COOley News

EARTliNE

Headline is a service for senior
used to determine whether such a loss
has actually occured. .
is that communications policies citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
HEARTLINE: I understand that
should be "linked to overall so- question or a problem
not answered in
Medicare covers some durable medical
cial, cultural, economic and po- these columns, write to Heartline, 119
equipment. How do they make payment
litical goals!' That-means- gov- East Dayton St., West Alexandria,Ohio
on these items? R.G.
ernment propaganda. A third 45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
ANSWER: It is true that Medicare
recommendation is that the but you must include a self-addressed,
Medical Insurance (Part 'B") helps
stamped
envelope.
The
most
useful
media must "contribute to propay for certain durable medical equipment that your doctor prescribes for
moting the just cause of peoples replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I recently retired and
struggling for freedom and indeuse in your home. You can rent or buy
am drawing social security benefits. I
this equipment. Whether you rent or
pendence."
was really flabbergasted when the
buy, Medicare usually makes
It is ironic that the perform- counselor at the social security office
payments monthly. If you rent, medical
ance of the free press of West- told me that if I work after retirement,I
insurance will help Pay the reasonable
ern democracies is being moni- must keep my earned income under a
rental charges for as long as the equiptored (and routinely denounced). certain level or be penalized. With inflament is medically necessary. If you
tion
as
it
is
today,,why
on
earth
would
by representatives of countries
buy, medical insurance will usually
• which do not believe in a free they have such a ridiculous law as this
make monthly payments until its share
one? M.N.
press or practice its principles.
f the reasonable purchase price is paid
ANSWER: The Social Security cash \lir
-The United States and' other. benefits program, is not designed or
until the equipment is no longer
'
Western countries, which have financed as an annuity plan under
participated aver the years in which benefits begin at a specified age
--these - UNESCO follies in the even if the-beneficiary continues to be
hope of finding a reasonable employed. Rather, it is a system of
compromise, ought to consider social insurance which provides protection against the risk of loss of income
whether further participation is
from work because of retirement in old
to
see
is
difficult
justified. It
age, disability or death, and against the
how any compromise can be ar- cost of hospital care for the disabled
rived at between those who be- and at age 65.
NEW YORK (AP) — President-elect
Thus, when a loss of income from
lieve in a free press and those
Ronald Reagan has indicated he will
move swiftly to put his proposals into
(like the Soviet Union, the origi- work occurs because of retirement in
practice next January: but it seems
nal sponsor of the whole idea) old age; or because a worker dies or
becomes disabled, benefits are payable,
that few, economic forecasters expect
who do not.
as a partial replacement of the
quick results.
American journalists will not worker's earnings, and the
It isn't_ that they're discounting
retirement
their
the,
supervision
of
accept
test (allowable income) is the me'asure
Reagan's moves in advance; what
own government, still less that
-4+4-4•4•44++++9-44444:+0+444444-94444-9-9-44-44-9-44-4-++++++49-•
of a politicized international or—483
ganization. The only "new world
information order" this world
needs is an order of freedom —
freedom to get the news, freedom to report it, freedom to
read it, freedom from governBy Derelhy and Km* Jennings
ment,freedom fron propaganda.
osswetens. "is
Anything less is unacceptable...
4+444-4-44+++++4•44++•44444-4-44-44-04-•
Proposals to eliminate rural route carriers out of Lynn Grove
and Kirksey in an efficiency move and to consolidate the routes
within the Murray carrier system January 22, aroused the ire of
when he conceded that his 1980 nominaboxholders who made an appeal to Congressman Stubblefield, who
tion bid was going nowhere. Gov. Hugh
responded in sympathetic opposition to any change. Modernization
Carey of New York has hinted he might.
of the rural carrier system to accommodate more efficient service
Hart is not the only re-elected
Democratic senator whose fans rate
by holding down the cost of mail delivery has always been conhim a potential 1984 contestant. Among
fronted with local opposition and sympathetic political leaders, thus
the other winners: John Glenn of Ohio,
perpetuating an archaic system associated with the mud road days.
with 71 percent of the vote; Dale
Red Cross Chapter set for its 1969 goal a subscription drive
Bumpers of Arkansas, Wendell Ford of
for $17,770, citing the services needed for the Vietnam War, financing
Kentucky.
Sen.Daniel P. Moynihan of New York
of the'bloode program, water safety, first aid, and nursing program,
will be up for reelection next time; cenbut no suggestion the bulk of the funds were needed to maintain
trist Democrats have long suggested
the office staff as had been the experience since World War II.
him as a national prospect.
Extensiveness of the request might explain the breakdown of the
Gov. Jay Rockefeller, reelected in a
United Fund the previous year. 'Scarcely had the Red Cross drive
high-priced West Virginia campaign,
could have an eye on the prize his uncle
got underway before another drive was launched for the Heart Fund,
Nelson never could gain.
chairmaned by Mrs. Willard Alls.
Sen. Adlai E. Stevenson III, son of the
Murray Federal & Savings Loan organization set up business
two-time Democratic presidential
March 1 at an office located at 304 Main Street under the direction
nominee, relinquished his Senate seat
of Bruce Thomas al manager and Allen Rose, assistant. The reinstead of seeking another term. But in
Illinois, they'll be electing a governor in
markable resources of the three county banks, no doubt, encouraged
1982. That's the office the elder Steventhe Hopkinsville based home loan organization to tap the financial
son held When he first ran forPresident.
resources of Calloway.
Then, too, there's John B. Anderson,
U. S. Marine Pfc. Dicke .G. Keeler, 20 year old former resident
the independent candidate, who got 7
percent of the vote last Tuesday and did
of Dexter Rt. 1, was killed in the service of his country at.Quang
not rule out another try.
Tri, South Vietnam, according to a message received by his widow
Mrs. Hazel Lee Keeler and mother, Mrs. Taz Thornton.
Mirrray Ledger & Times
Jack K. Farmer, 75 year old tobacconist, died at his home on
(LISPS 301400
Street Feb. 22, 1969. The son of the late tobacconist Ewing
Main
Publisher
•
Walter i. Apperson
Editor
R Gene McCutcheon
Farmer was a veteran of World War 1 and had been actively
The Murray ledger & Times a published
engaged in the tobacco prizery and auction sales business for many
even" afternoon except Sundays. July 4,
Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgivyears. Prior to Jack's entry in the tobacco business he was associtted
ing- by Murray Newspapers, inc. 103 N 4th St
Murray, Ky. 43071. Second Class Postage Paid at
with his brothel' Clete in the Chevrolet car agency on Main Street.
Murray,Ky. 42071.
He was buried in the City Cemetery.
SUBSCRIPTION RATtilS, In areas served by
earners. tt lb fyI•r month. pay able tn advance
W. T. Sledd Jr.: generally recoggized as Mr. Football,of CalloBy mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, My ,and
way Cnunty, retired as book store manager for Murray State UniParis. Buchanan and Puryear. Th. 124.50 per
year. By MAU Co Other destinations, 139.50 per
versity March 4. "T," as he has always been identified, served as a
year.
football referee for 17 years after graduation from. Murray State
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
where he was a member of one of Murray State's !host illustrious
Association.
Tie Associated Press *exclusively entitled to
.and triumphant squads. T quarterbacked the backfield composes!
republish local ors originated by The Murray
of Walter (Bull) Wells- (MSU's- Hall of Palm recipient), Bubba
I.ely e'r &Times as hell as ill other AP news
rvi.e•PHONE NUMBERS
Won and „Red Cochran, one of MS1.1's most rugged gridiron back...
. 7534916
Classified-Advertising ...... ,
7534/16
fields.? He is also remembered as playing in the game when Gilbert
Retail (Display Advertising
753-1919
Graves was killed in 1924.
Gircuhtion
753-1916
News and Sports DePt
. 733-191$
'To Be Continued

Business Mirror

medically necessary, whichever comes
first. If you have a condition-which will
require long term use of equipment,
based on a physician's medical
estimate, Medicare can pay in a lump
sum for purchased equipment costing
2600 or less.
HEARTLINE: I am new to the
Medicare program and have a question. Can Medicare ever cancel my
coverage? C.Y.
ANSWER: °nee you are 65 and have
Medicare hospital insurance because of
work credits, your coverage is
guaranteed as long as you live, or as
long as you want it.
Medicare medical coverage (and
hospital coverage if you pay
premiums) is also guaranteed as long
as you pay premiums or authorize
Social Security to deduct the premiums
from your benefits.
,IiihnCtinniff

Move Swiftly

The Story Of

Calloway County

1822-1976

seems to be indifference.is merely a
reflection of how long they feel will be
needed to, rein in the undisciplined
economy.
The feeling rails the gamut, from
establishment analysts.who,study the
world from skyscraper offices to
bedroom-office individualists, some of
whom shared their maverick views last
week in New Orleans.
The message for next year is the
same or nearly so: The problems will
persist throughout the year, although
perhaps with decreasing severity.
Beyond that point the.establishment
and maverick forecasters part company; the establishment convinced that
eventually the problems will be licked,
the mavericks tending toward financial
collapse. •
The Bank of New York (establishment),for instance, advised customers
Oct. 29 that "The outcome of the
presidential elections will not
significantly alter our economic projections over the forecast horizon."
And in New Orleans just after the
elections, the annual convention of the
National Committee for Monetary
Reform (mavericks) heard forecasts of
a 1981 prime rate above 20 percent and
inflation of more than 25 percent.
One of those speakers, Bert DolmenRamirez, editor of the Wellington Letter, an investment advisory seryice,
had originally intended to talk about 30
percent to 35 percent inflation and a
prime rate of 25 percent.
In toning down his numbers,
Dolunen-Ramirez told some people, he
was merely reducing the severity of the
numbers, but in no way did the White
House :change force him to back off
from his debacle forecast.
Howard Ruff, perhaps the most successful of the financial evangelists, who
forecast a terrible day of judgment if
fiscal and monetary policies aren't corrected, seemed unswayed by the White
House change.
Prior to the NeOk\Orleans conference,
at which he spoke. Ruff's staff (unlike
many at the conference, his book,
newsletter and television show permit a
big staff) issued a typical Ruffian commentary:
"Anyone who does not have a sound
overall investment philosophy, out of
which arises an overall strategy to be
executed over the long haul,is going to
be impoverished by inflation in the next
few years.
The announcelnent conveyed -the
usual advise: purchase gold coins;
South 'African gold Mining shares,
gems, collectibles and incbmeproducing small town real estate.

r

And he said unto me, Son of man,
stand upon thy feet, and I will speak
unto thee. — Ezekiel 2:1.
A prophet must be about the Lord's
business. Serrnust we arise to our feet
and be prepared to do the Lord's bidding.

Calloway County voters cast their
votes to approve bond issues totaling
$750,000 for the construction of a new
hospital for the city and county in the
November General Election.
John F. Kennedy was elected president and Lyndon B. Johnson as vice
president of the United States in the
Nov. 8th General Election. John Sherman Cooper was elected as U. ,S.
Senator from Kentucky.
Elected as a member of the Calloway
County Board . of Education was
Howard Bazzell from the Kirksey:
District.
Deaths reported include Bonnie NA.
Garrison,59,and L. C. Cherry,87.Frances Brown, Sue Fairless, and
Jewell Dean Ellis, all of Murray, are
among those attending the convention
of the Kentucky Home Economics
Association at Louisville, Nov. 10 to 12.
W. B. Moser, director of curriculum
for the Murray City Schools, will speak
on "If the Shoe Fits Wear It" at the
meeting' of the Murray High School
Parent-Teacher Association to be held
tonight.
.

30 Years Ago
The Southwestern Kentucky Dental
Society met at the Irvin Cobb Hotel,
Paducah, On Nov. 8. Attending from
Murray were Dr. Hugh McElrath, Dr.
F. E. Crawford, Dr. A. H. Titsworth,
'Dr. A. H. Kopperud, and Dr. A. D.
Wallace.
The Rev, William S. Evans, District
Superintendent of the Paris District,
will speak at the second quarterly conference of the Kirksey Circuit of the
Methodist Church to be held Nov..11 at
Kirksey Church.
A Crippled Children's Clinic will be
held Nov. 11 at Broadway Methodist;
Church, Paducah, according to the office of Dr. J. A. Outland, Calloway •
County Health Doctor.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Burkeen, a girrto Mr. .'
and Mrs. Billy Barriger, and a boy to •
Mr.and Mrs. George Satterwhite,all on
Nov.4.
The annual .fall meeting of the
Paducah District of the Future
Homemakers of America will be held •
Nov. 11 at Murray High School, according to Julia Fuqua, district president,
from Murray Training School.
In high school basketball games Lynn
Grave lost to Cuba with high team
scdrers being Floyd for Cuba and Miller
for Lynn Grove.
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 10, the 315th
day of 1980. There are 51 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date:
In 1775, the Continental Congress
established the U.S. Marine Corps.
In 1871, explorer Henry Stanley
located missing Scottish missionary
David Livingston in central Africa.
And in 1965, former President
Eisenhower suffered a heart attack,
from which he recovered.
Ten years ago, the Soviet Union
released two U.S. generals, their pilot
and a Turkish officer whose plane had,
strayed across the Soviet border.
Five years ago, Angola became independent of Portugal in the midst of
civil war.
One year ago, the U.S. Justice
Department was ordered to deport Iranian students in the U.S. illegally as the
American hostages ended their first
week of captivity in Iran.
Thought for today: The first recipe
for happiness is to avoid too lengthy
mediations on the past — Andre
Maurois, French writer (1885-1967) '
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OPTIMIST DONATION — Billy Miller, president or the Optimist Club and vice
president of the Calloway County High School Future Farmers of America Alumni
Association, presents a $200 check to Kenneth Paschall, who will be attending the
30th national Future Farmers of japan convention this month. Paschall, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Carves Paschall, is one of nine U.S. FFA members who will travel to Japan.

Bergland Announces First
Part Of Crop Insurance Plan
01.

By JAMES H. RUBIN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Agriculture Secretary Bob
Bergland announced Wednesday the first phase of the expanded federal crop insurance
program.
The law,signed a month ago
by President Carter, will
cover 250 counties in 31 states
for the 1981 crop year,
Bergland said. The areas were
selected primarily on the
basis of total acreage in
wheat, feed grains, upland
cotton and rice.
Eight Kentucky counties included are Butler, Carlisle,
Crittenden, Grayson, Hancock, Livingston, McCracken
and Trimble.
The program expands the
number of crops and commodities which may be

covered by federal crop insurance and makes crop insurance available for 75 percent of the farmer's average
yield. The coverage will be extended to all major
agricultural areas in„,the nation within five years.
"It marks a significant step
toward providing farmers the
opportunity td protect their
large investments in crop production against uncontrollable
risks," Bergland Said. `It
does what our ad hoc federal
disaster programs have not
done."
Bergland has said the
disaster relief program is inadequate because it delivers
too little money to too few
farmers and often too late to
be of maximum help.
The new program will permit farmers to select the price

BOB MUSSER
Lic. Electrician,
No Job Too Small!

753-841E7
24 Hour Service

level used to determine
payments on lost prolluction.
It will also allow them to buy
hail and fire -coverage from
private companies and
receive a premium reduction
or subsidy from: the government.
The Federal Crop Insurance
Corporation in the Agriculture
Department will reinsure
policies issued by private insurers and will allow the sale
of federal crop Insurance
through private 'agents and
brokers.' Private brokers
would be reimbursed for their
expenses in administering the
policies.
The new program also
authorizes federalsubsidies of
the first 30 percent of a
farmer's premium for
coverage up to 65 percent _of
the farmer's average yield.

UK Meat Judgers Take
Third Place In Contest
The University of Kentucky
meat judging team took third
place honors in the Eastern
National Meats Judging Contest held Oct. 18 in Timberville, Va.
Members of the team are
Debbie Trumbo Bailey,
Shelby County; David Herbst,
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Madison County; Harold Corn- •
er, Mason County; Kathy
Clarke, Barren County; Lynn.
Chaney, Fayette County;
Jonathan Kenny, Long Valley •
N.J.
"We are thrilled that we
were able to put together a
team that was able to compete
against teams that had been
together for one year or
more," said Body Hawkins,
coach and animal science
graduate assistant in the UK
College of Agriculture. He added that "before September 1,
we didn't even have a team,
but we finally found six people
who said they would try and
we gave it our best shot."
In overall team competition.
UK plactd third behind first
place winner Illinois and second place finishet Texas
A&M: Fourteen teams competed in the day long judging
competition.
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Kentucky dairymen should
evaluate their forage supply
this fall to avoid getting
caught short on feed next spring, according to Perry Clark
Extension dairy specialist in
the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
"Hot, dry weather has
reduced forage supplies on
dairy farms as the winter
feeding season approaches,"
he said."So, now is the time to
plan your winter feeding
schedule."
Consistency is important
when planning a forage
feeding program, Clark said.
"Abrupt changes in forage
type or quality can cause a
drop in milk production which
is difficult to recover from,
especially if the ration is not
'rebalanced' after the forage
change."
Farmers should stretch
silage supplies as far as possible with pasture, purchased
hay or roughage substitutes to
avoid running out of silage in
mid-winter.
Crop residues also can be
utilized to supplement tight
forage suppli,es. Corn stalks,
cobs or soybean stubble may
be used in rations for dry cows
and heifers as long as the total
ration contains the necessary
amounts of nutrients, said
Clark.
Peanut hulls also sometimes
are used as a source of fiber.
But they are extremely low in
feed value, Clark said. If hulls
are: used, they should be
checked for pesticide contamination before feeding.
Clark advises farmers to
check out the computerized
ration 'programs
dairy
available through the UK
Cooperative Extension Service and the Dairy Herd Improvement Program. The ration programs can help make
decisions on the feasibility of
using roughage substitutes.
" Farmers can use a few rules
of thumb to calculate winter
forage requirements for their
dairy herd. Dairy' cows can be

To us,
importing credit
is important.Were
a different agricultural lender We re the Production
Credit Association—specialists in agricultural credit
who import outside, privately invested funds and
then loan the money out to local operators and
all on the best of terms. As agriculture's demand for
credit continues to increase, PCA will continue
to provide a vital service by bringing more credit
dollars into our community
Our loan officers know and understand the
special financial iteeds of agriculture—it s their only
business A healthy agricultural community is good
for all of us And to PCA, importing credit to serve
Itfar purpose IS MIghty-ifilpOrtant
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Jackson Purchase PCA
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Formerly Murray Warehousing
& Farmers Grain & Seed

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
11# or753-3404
753-8220
yr

Grain
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.

arid needs is the amount of
forage wasted. Clark says that
forage inventory estimates
must include a factor for
waste which may range from
5-20 percent; depending on
feeding methods.
Dairymen can reduce waste
by feeding biz bales in feeders,
and tombstone or slant-board

hay racks. ,A cuk ered bunk
with a solid bottom reduces
the amount of spoiled silage
and permits periodic removal
of molded feed.

HOME
ENERGY
FAIR
MSU Livestock & Exposition
Center
College Farm Rd.

Fri., Nov. 14-4-8 p.m.
The Home Energy Fair is held to inform
area residents of the various products
available to help reduce energy consumption and home utility bills, it's being
sponsored through the Kentucky Energy
Conservation plan in c9operation with
local dealers of energy conservation
products.
Displays Will Include:
Woodburning stoves and fireplace inserts; insulation products and retrofitting plus energy conservation products for new home construction.

Energy representatives will be
available to answer all questions.
Dealer drawings will be held for FREE
energy conservation products
Sponsored By
Murray State Univ. Kentucky Dept. of Ener9y and
local energy conservation product businesses.

STP COSTS MORE THAN
GAS-LINE ANTI-FREEZE.
IT SHOULD.IT DOES MORE.
YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
WITH STP GAS TREATMENT,
Used regularly:
II Removes water from fuel systems
to fight gas-line freeze.
•Cleans dirty carburetors.
•Saves gas by keeping carburetors
clean.
NOW GET EVEN MORE FOR
YOUR MONEY.
Take advantage of STP's Get Ready For
Winter Offer Buy three bottles of STP Gas
Treatment and we'll send you a $1.00 refund
by mail Don t take chances on running -out
of STP Gas Treatment when you need it most
But please act now- this special offer is limited.

GET $1.00 BACK.'
To oua,
, vol, must hu‘, three penes or ST,
lies Treatment
Send your name address cash register receipt plus proor
of purchaae (cardboard cap linerito STP Sr Back PO Bre.
N8156 El Peso Texas 79977 Well send you oil 00 cash
refund
•NAME -STREET

Outpost Office
At The

Murray
PCA Office Building

agriculture's
leadirg lending hand

441 N.

BIG TURNIP — Michael
Elkins, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Elkins, Route 5,
Murray, displays a three
pound turnip that grew in his
parents'garden.

Debbie Trumbo Bailey placed fourth highest in the overall
individual competition, first in
combined beef judging and
grading, third in beef grading
and fourth in beef judging.
Harold Corner was fifth
highest individual in judging
lamb carcasses.

lila IL; ceding niut be
expected to curisiune about 2
percent of their body weight in creased when forage is
forage dry matter each day limited. Boosting the fiber
when quality forage is fed content in the grain mix with
free-choice, said Clark. Two ground ear corn, soybean
replacement heifers can be hulls or cottonseed meal will
counted as one mature help stabilize the milk fat test
of cows on a minimum forage
animal.
For example, a 1,300-pound diet, said Clark. The increase
cow will eat about 26 poundsof in.__Iowa_
_necessitate
forage dry matter or 28 to 30 feeding some grain outside the
pounds of hay each day. Two milking parlor.
650-pound heifers will eat
Equally important when
calculating forage supplies
about the same amount.

Hours:
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
Olt 51, 011id herb to discuss long-term financing talk to us!

CITY

STATE

ZIP

— '1
'
Long three refunds per address group or organization
2 The attecimel certificate may not be mechanically re,
produced and must accomptany your request 3 this is a
mail-rn otter only Certrhutes cannot be redeemed in store
4 Ober good only nJ 5 A 5 Your otter rghts may not be
assigned or transfened 6 Offer expires Doc 31 1460
7 Allow 4-6 Week S for delivery Offer cold where t4444:1.
regulated or prohibited
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Nothing Goes Right For Racers As Pass Rush Contains Gibbs

Opportunistic Austin Peay Crushes MSU,24-0

LUST PATCH ME UP SO I CAN GET BACK OUT THERE — Austin Peay quarterback Sonny Defilippis(12) has his hand
wrapped after popping a blood vessel. He returned to throw back-to-back strikes for 53 yards and his third touchStaff Photos By David Hibbitts
dow n of the game.

By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
On a Saturday afternoon
when not even a thread of good
fortune belonged to the Murray State football team,
Austin Peay.finished the job
Eastern Kentucky had begun
the week before by whipping
the Racers, 24-0.
The crushing defeat signaled the end of any Ohio Valley
Conference or Division I-AA
championship aspirations for
the MSU team that has tumbled during these two weeks
from the firm grip it had held
on the rest of the conference
and the rest of the Division 1.
AA teams.
The Governors, who had
entered the game as probably
the most improved team in the
OVC throughout the season,
did not jump on Murray as
quickly or as convincingly as
the Colonels had done. All
Austin Peay did was prove to
be the most opportunistic of
the two terns.
"The problem "was our offense (which produced only
145 total yards, the lowest of
the season)," Murray State's
disappointed coach Mike Gottfried said. "We could not get
anything going. We have to
find the right combination
before we play Western Kentucky."
Although there does remain
the season-ending game with
the Racers' top rival, Austin

Eagles Aiming To Make
Return To New Orleans
Simms hit rookie Mike over the New York Jets.
By ALEX SACHA RE
In other games, the Kansas
Friede with a 26-yard pass on
AP Sports Writer
A sign behind the end zone a fleaflicker play to set up Joe City Chiefs nipped the Seattle
at the Louisiana Superdome Danelo'.s 27-yard field goal Seahawks 31-30, the Minnesota
with 1:07 to play that provided Vikings trounced the Detroit
read, "See You Again in
the margin of victory over Lions 34-0, the Chicago Bears
• January." The Philadelphia
beat the Washington Redskins
Eagles would like nothing bet- Dallas.
Elsewhere, the Atlanta 35-21 and the Green Bay
ter than to comply with that
Falcons and Oakland Raiders Packers defeated the San
request.
The Eagles, 1;itio beat the took over sole possession of Francisco 49,ers 23-16.
Besides Jaworski, Simms
winless New Orleans Saints first place in their respective
--and- --Bartkowsk i , other
34-21 Sunday -behind •three "divisions,'
Steve Bartkowski com- quarterbacks to pass for more
touchdown passes from. Ron
pleted,31 of 47 passes for 378 than 300 yards were Doug
Jaworski to Harold Caryards in leading the Falcons to Williams of Tampa Bay, Joe
michael, moved a step closer
a 33-27 overtime triumph over Theismann of Washington,
to their divisional title when
the St. Louis Cardinals. That Jim Hart of St. Louis, Archie
the New York Giants upset the
win, coupled with the Miami Manning of New Orleans and
Dallas Cowboys 38-35.
Dolphins' 35-14 upset of the Dan Fouts of San Diego.
"We've got a two-game
Los Angeles Rams,gave the 7cushion on the Cowboys now,"
Giants 38, Cowboys 35
3 Falcons a one-game lead
said Jaworski, vi/lo finished
"We got ambushed," said
over the Rams in the NFC Dallas' Tony Dorsett, who ran
the day with 21 completions in
West.
32 attempts for 323 yards —
for 183 yards and two
The Oakland Raiders,led by touchdowns. "Emotionally,
one of eight passers to surpass
quarterback
Jim
rejuvenated
300 yards for the day.
we were not as high as we
Plunkett, beat the Cincinnati would have been against a
Philadelphia's 9-1 record is
Bengals 28-17 for their fifth team with a better record."
` the best in the National Footconsecutive victory. Oakland,
ball League and good for a
Falcons 33, Cardinals 27
7-3, pulled one game ahead of
two-game lead over Dallas in
Reserve running back Ray
- the National Conference East. San Diego in the AFC West
when the Chargers were Strong burst through the line
The division crown would be
upended by the Denver Bron- for a 21-yard touchdown at
the first step toward a berth in
4:42 of overtime to give Atlancos 20-13.
the Super Bowl Jan. 25 in New
ta tile victory.
Browns
movThe
Cleveland
Orleans, but the Eagles aren't
ahead
of
ed
one-half
game
Browns 28, Colts 27
making any hotel reservations
Houston in the AFC Central by
Brian Sipe passed for two
just yet.
edging the Baltimore Colts 28- touchdowns and Charles
The Super Bowl is just too
27,.but the Oilers will have a White ran for two, but after
far away to worry about,"
chance .to draw even tonight Baltimore's Bert Jones threw
said defensive end Claude
when they host the New t%yo scoring passes in the last
Humphrey. And Casa Dick
England Patriots in Monday 1:27, the margin of victory
Vermeil warned,"We're not a
Night Football.
turned out to be a missed exshoo-in for anything yet."
The Pittsburgh Steelers con- tra point by Baltimore Steve
Maybe not, but the Eagles
tinued their comeback by MikeMayer in the second
are a lot better off than they
beating the Tampa Bay Buc- period.
were a. week ago-- thanks to
caneers 24-21. Pittsburgh,
the Giants' first victory over
Bills 31, Jets 24
which lost three in a row
Dallas since 1974. Phil Simms
Joe
Ferguson's
third
earlier this season, is now one touchdown pass, a 31-yarder
completed 18 of 33 pass atgame back of Cleveland.
tempts for 351 yards and three
to Frank Lewis with six
The Patriots, meanwhile, seconds left, gave the Bills the
touchdowns for the Giants,
lead Buffalo by just one-half victory. "It looked exactly like
who intercepted five passes by
game in the AFC East. The it was drawn up on a
Dallas quarterback Danny
Bills pulled out a 31-24 thriller blackboird," said F'erguson.
White.

ANNOUNCING
Joseph W. Bolin
has just opened his
office as attorney an.d
c'ounsetor at law _
office Phone
753-0757

-204 S. .5th_St.
Murray,,Ky.

,

Horne Phone
7.59-15.3.3

1

Peay put a thick coat of tar- arms of his receivers, he hit
nish on the MSU season behind the most important ones,
its,impenetrable defense and resulting in three touchdown
passes and 130 total yards:.
the golden arm of quarterback
Perhaps the pass that most
Sonny Defilippis.
"They played good team typified the influence Brown
defense," Gottfried said about has had on the oncethe Racers' inability to find troublesome Defilippis came
any running room up the mid- after the elusive senior had
dle or pilssing time in the gone to the sideline late in the
backfield. "They just whipped third quarter with a busted
us. There are no slouches in. blood vessel in his throwing
hand.
this league.
As Defilippis prepared to
"On their pass rush, we did
not block anybody out. Except return to the game with his
for a couple of pass plays, I team holding a stiffening 17-0
thought we played pretty good lead, the Austin Peay defense
had just finished dropping
defense, They whipped us up
Gibbs for two devastating
front."
After the game,a young, but sacks at the MSU 10-yard line
proven Austin Peay coach on first and third downs.
Defilippis did not waste any
Watson Brown was soaking up
perhaps the biggest win in on- time capitalizing on the
ly his second season as he chance to bury Murray State
relaxed on the other side of the as he found his top receiver
Steve Puthoff, who had 100
Governors'stadium.
yards on five receptions for
"I had felt the first quarter
the game, a step clear of the
( when Austin Peay grabbed a
10-0 lead) was the key," MSU defense.
In one fluid motion, Puthoff
Brown said. "I thought the difference was the way we con- got a hand on the pass, tipped
tained (Gino) Gibbs. I thought it for a second and hauled it in
before reaching the 5-yard line
our pass rush on Gibbs was a
after a 48-yard gain.
big difference.
From there, the nonchalant
"He could not throw
Defilippis laid one of the soft
because he had people in his
touches in his passing array
face."
into the waiting arms of Andy
While Gibbs was finding the
McCollum for a 23-0 lead and
line of sight to his receivers
of a massive
detoured by Austin Peay's the triggering
persistent defensive surge, celebration on the Austin Peay
Defilippis was picking apart sideline.
"We just wanted to show
the Racers' beleaguered
everybody what kind of team
secondary almost at will.
we had," Defilippis. said.
Even though Defilippis "Coach Brown told us that if
threw his share of errant we won our last three games
passes, usually just a step or we might have a chance of gotwo beyond the outstretched ing somewhere.

"They played a man-to-maq
coverage agaipst us," he said
about his ease in picking out
his receivers all afternoon.
-We have been thriving on
that all year. Anytime we see
that defense, we check off.
They paid for it a couple of
times.
"Our defense did the best
job it has done all year. We
thought Gibbs would play a
pretty godd game. Our
defense was eating him up,
however. They did not give
hima chance.
"Our offensive line also did
a good job getting ready for
their blitz and picking it up.
We got better protection than
we thought we would.
"For the last couple of
weeks, we have been doing a
super job. Coach Brown told
us when we were 1-3 (the
Governors are 6-3 now) that if
we would keep fighting,
something good would happen. Maybe that is starting
now. We owe it all to him."
In a shaken, subdued Murray State locker room, Gibbs
tried to explain what had happened to defuse every plug in
the offense that had appeared
to be nearing its peak midway
through the season. .
"Their pass rush hurt us a
lot," Gibbs, whose passes
repeatedly bounded off t.1.2
fingertips of his receivers,
said. "Our pass protection
was pretty bad. It seemed like
every time I dropped back
there, somebody was in my
face.
"We did not establish much
of anything. I wish I had the
answer."
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TEACHER AND PUPIL — Austin Peay coach and former
Vanderbilt quarterback Watson Brown (above) watches
his star quarterback Sonny Defilippis throw for three
touchdowns, including a soft 5-yarder (right) for a 24-0
lead on the last play of the third quarter.

Curci Looks Past
UK's 31-10 Win
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
While his players whooped it
up down the hall, Kentucky
football Coach Fran Curci
looked past Saturday's 31-10
victory over Vanderbilt.
:'They're rdelly excited in
there," Curci said, nodding
toward the locker room, "but
at the same time, we've got
two more big games to go
(against Florida and Tennessee). Apparently, Florida
played Georgia right off the
grass."
The Gators, who come to
Lexington this weekend, lost a
26-21 heartbreaker to secondranked Georgia by allowing a
93-yard touchdown pass play
in the final minute. Just two
weeks:- earlier, Georgia had
thumped Kentucky 27-0 and
the Wildcats followed that
debacle with a 'bitterly
disputed 24-22 loss at Tulane.
"I thought last week we
played every bit as good or
better," Curd saki'. "We've
played winning football two
games in a row. As far as I'm
concerned,that's two wins in a
row, even though-it's not in the
record book." •
The Commodores, however,
could find themselves--in The
wrong part of the record book
with
another
hard-luck
season. They extended their
SEC losing streak to 29 games

Saturday, 'threatening the
dubious record set 40 years
ago by the University of the
South at Sewanee, Tenn.
Sewanee dropped out of the
SEC after the 1940 season with
a conference mark of 0-37.
But Vandy Coach George
Maclntyre didn't dwell on
records Saturday.
"I'm really proud of the way
our players came back," he
said. "We were manhandled
in the first half, but we didn't
bow our heads. We came back
in the second half and played
hard and didn't quit. I think
that's very encouraging."
Curd also had kind words
for the Commodores.
Vanderbilt
"I think
deserves as much credit as
you people (sportswriters)
can give them because that
game was in doubt," he said.
"They pretty much came out
in the second half and took
control of the game."
Kentucky led 14-0 at
halftime, but the Commodores
fought back to within 17-10
early in the fiSiff-th uuattet on
Whit Taylor's four-yard scoring run and Mike Woodard's
42-yard field goal.
Kentucky clinched the victory with a pair of fourthquarter touchdowns.
."They- played very hard.until we got that ( next-to-last)
touchdown," Curci said. "It's
hard to come back from 14
points.

iBlue-Gold, JV Games To Be Held
The 1980-81 Murray State
basketball, the preseason
coaches favorite in the Ohio
Valley Conference, will be
holding its first Blue-Gold
scrimmage at Reidland High
School tomorrow night at 7:30
p.m.
The Blue team will consist
of the current MSU starting'
lineup: Lamont Sleets and

Tony Slaughter at guards
(Jerry Smith is sidelined for a
week with an ankle sprain);
Michael Bates at center; and
Glen Greene and Kenney
Hammonds at forwards.
For the Gold team, the
lineup will be: Brian Stewart
and Tom Adams at guards;
Reggie
Montgomery
at

center; and Walt Davis and
Mike McKinney at forwards.
The
Racers' second
preseason scrimmage will be
held November 17 at Madisonville.
ROIRROWM
In a junior varsity football
game, Murray State hosts the
Ft. Campbell military team at
7:30 p.m. tonight.

)„: LIBERTY, VIOLA, RALPH LACHER, HICKOK, MUNSINGWEAR. GRAIS,SERO,
MONTE CARLO, CREIGHTON, HOLBROOK, INTER WOVEN,

a

KING'S DEN
Bol-Air Shopping Ctr,

9

SALE

th Anniversary
—Shop Early For Christmas!
—Register For A $50.00 Gift Certificate
We at the King's Den are celebrating 9
years in business, because of you our
customers. THANKS to you we have
grown each year. We would like to say
Thank You with a...

250/0
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CHRISTOPHER SHIRT MAKERS, MESQUITE WESTERN SHIRTS.
ac IIIISILPUPPIES. THOMPSON, ALLYN ST. GEORGE, BROOKFIELD, JAHTZEN.
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ey played a man-to-maq
tge against us," he said
his ease in picking out
!ceivers all afternoon.
lave been thriving on
3 year. Anytime we see
Lefense, we check off.
paid for it a couple of

siolo

r defense did the best
has done all year. We
It Gibbs would play a
r godd game. Our
te was eating him up,
.erd They did not give
chance.
r offensive line also did
job getting ready for
blitz and picking it up.
dt better protection than
dught we would.
r the last couple of
, we have been doing a
job. Coach Brown told
len we were 1-3 (the
.nors are 6-3 now)that if
could keep fighting,
hing good would hapMaybe that is starting
Ye owe it all to him."
I shaken, subdued MurLate locker room, Gibbs
.0 explain what had hapto defuse every plug in
fense that had appeared
-rearing its peak midway
;h the season.
eir pass rush hurt us a
Gibbs, whose passes
tedly bounded off C..2
tips of his receivers,
"Our pass protection
retty bad. It seemed like
time I dropped back
, somebody was in my

It Was Not A 'Sonny' Day For Gibbs
•

APPEARANCES CAN BE DECEPTIVE 7 Both Murray State and Austin Pray quarterbacks Gino Gibbs(4)
and Sonny
defilijipis (12), respectively, are caught in the grasp of the opposing defenses. Defilippis, however;
dodged the
stunting MSU rushers enough times during his team'ssonvincing 24-0 win to throw for 130 yards and three
touch.
downs and run for 23 more yards. Gibbs was held to one of his lowest totals in several games, passing
for 60 yards
and gaining 21 on the ground. Austin Peay outgained Murray State in total yardage, 307 to 145.
Staff Photos Bv David Hibbills

Team President Had Been Through Enough Ordeals For A Week

Giants' Mara Feeling Pretty Good After Upset
By WILL GRIMSLEY
asked the tooth-yanker, whose
AP Special Correspondent
'reading habits apparently also
Wellington Mara, president never get beyond thrtcorset-ad
of the beleaguered New York page. •
Gianth, is feeling pretty good
"Not too good,'.' replied
today after his club's upset of Mara,"we're one and eight,"
the Dallas Cowboys.
"That's rough," com- .
But last week, as with most
csallrAt.
Of the other weeks this season, • misseratiffilrialA:
was an ordeal, only more so:- •••••what's wrong-?11—
He made a visit to his dentist,
"Well," replied the Giants'
who is not particularly in- chief executive, who needed
terested in sports.
this kind of questioning about
"How's your team doing?" as much as he needed the

a did not establish much
ything. I wish I had the

toothache, "let's suppose
you're the chief doetornt-whig- hospital and you had only interns to do the operating, what
would happen?".
afraid we'd lose a lot of
patients," said the doctor.
—fliat's just it, Doc," Mara
said."We lose a lot of games."
Mara doesn t just get it in
the dentist's office. He gets it
at the Meadowlands in New
Jersey where the Giants lose
most of their games..He gets it

when he tries to sneak out ot
the-- stadium, unnoticed. And
he gets it when the postman
delivers the mail.
"Sure, it bothers me greatly," Mara said. "But it isn't a
situation that I can reverse
just like that, as much as I
,sni,l 11 e V, I can only wait,
be patient and softer.
"It's'the same for the fans,
and 110 one could be More sympathetic than 1. After all. I

consider myself the consum- franchise in 1925 for $2,500.
mate fart. 1 have been -tied to (
S
t.ohoanm
$
ie5poo
piount
krep
e:
aa
- rt closer
the fortunes of the Giants as
as
long as I can remember."
loosely-organized. doddering
circuit known as the Natittnal
The Gianti aren't a Johnny
Come-Lately team in the Na- Professional Football League.
tional Football League.. "People
Neither are the Maras. They should spend money and buy a
championship
bray.. Isocin Dior° from-the-very
Sfen brenn.erkoee
f tphe Y
sa
anikneges
beginning and their roots run the.
Giants' - executive said.
deep.
-They don't realize we
Wellington's dad, Timothy operate under a different
,J. Mara, bought the Giants' structure than baseball. When

we. pick up a free agent cc and three )ears'experience,'
he said.
Must give up compensation."
•
"I think the best team we
Mara said people forget that
ever had — even better than
the Giants' current adthe 1956 and .1963 championminiitration — General
ship winners — were the 1937Manager George Young and
38 teams. We had. 17 second
Coach Ray Perkins,'both with
year players on the '37 team
excellent credentials — is less
and_won the division.in'awe
;.
chantwo,ears act.
won the NFL championship
"We took a team that only to have the team
couldn't put us in the Super decimated by the War. I think
Bowl Snd replaced with a we've goito give these kids a
young team, mostly with two chance.-

DENNISON HUNT Sporting
1203 Chestnut

"Everything for that SPORT in YOUR life."
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753-8844

Dennison-Hunts Pre-Season Jacket Sale
All Wool And Polyester Jackets On Sale
From November 6th-27th
Over 250 In Stock To Choose From
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We Offer A Full
Leftering Service
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Jackets
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Murray Jacket
With Coupon
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Jackets
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Dr. J Puts On Show For Bucks' Hometown Fans

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
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Transactions
By The Associated Press
,
BASKETBALL .
National Basketball Association
KANSAS CITY KINGS-Signed Lloyd
Walton. guard
FOOTBALL
.,
National Football League
SAN FRANCISCO 49E9t5- Waived Al
1-itimer. defensive back. Activated Phil
F'^(meis..fullbaek

NHL Standings
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Montreal 71 las Angeles 0
NY Islanders 7. Chicago 3
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Vancouver 6. NY Hangers 4
Toronto 3. Colorado .3, be
Sunday's Games
&louts 6. Edrrnnton 4
Wastungton 3, Buffalo 3. be
Boston 7, Pittsburgh 4
Philadelphia 3, Quetec 1
Mainota 7. Chicago I
112:ronto 7. Winnipeg 4
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NY Rangers at 1 as Angeles
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In the only other NBA game Winters try for three-point Chicago, playing its third before Larry Bird and Rick
Robey paced a string of 15
game in as many nights.
played Sunday night Boston 'goals from outside.
The Bulls had a one-point straight points that gave Or
beat Chicago 111-105.
That didn't work either. Of
Milwaukee has bounded to a the quartet's seven attempts, lead late in the third quarter Celtics a lead they never lost,
12-4 record largely on the Wily Buckner made one.
wings of a hard-running, fastErving played opposite,
I \ Ai I I
break program. Although the Milwaukee's Marqua4
outrebounded Johnson, considered by sonic
Bucks
Philadelphia 48-43, they could to be his only rival in the NBA.
He finished up with 33 points
not get the legwork going.
Johnson finished with 29
to pace Philadelphia's 136-121
. Erving spotted the contrast points, and had eight rebounds
Basketball
AssociaNational
with an earlier game in which to Erving's nine.
tion victory over usually
Milwaukee won 106-103.
"Our games are''very
more-vigorous Milwaukee,
"The difference in this similar," Erving said. "We
twice bringing a crowd of
game was that this became a are both total players and play
11,000 to its feet with his
shootout and we controlled the hard. I think dplayed Marques
mertamer%
On and Ott the Record'
basketeenng in the closing
game," he said.
pretty well."
seconds. .
Unable to penetrate the inPhiladelphia got a 28-10
Erving and teammate Steve
terior, the Bucks had Junior start before Milwaukee strugMix were particularly
Bridgeman, Mike Evans, gled ahead 35-34 on two
Ver% Special Guem Star
devastating to Milwaukee in
Quinn Buckner and Brian
Winters free throws.
But the second quarter
opened with Philadelphia
THURSDAY,
ahead 36-35 and, after the MixNOV.13-7:30
Erving surge, the 76ers were
Griffith was known for his up by 10 points again at
With four starters returning
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) .S.U. FIELD HOUSE
Legends may never be from its championship season, leaping and scoring ability, halftime.
(Murray, KY)
but he also led the Cardinals in
duplicated, but they have to be Louisville Coach Denny Crum
They led by 16 in the third
Tickets: 88.50 Et $7.50
doesn't expect to find a player: assists'last season with 3.8 a period. Milwaukee got within
replaced.
(AN Seats Reserved,
Darrell Griffith, whose won- of Griffith's ability to fill the -game. And,just,as important, 98-87 in the fourth,- but the
at the Univ. Center, Chucks Music
Tickets on Sale Novel
leader.
was
the
team's
he
guard
spot.
remaining
drous basketball talents car76ers rolled to a 112-90 advan(enter, Workl of Sound, Sunset Blvd. Music, Sun Audio
been
has
McCray
Scooter
ried the University of
"You don't need to have a
tage, again boosted by Erving
(Paducah,. Risley Et Julian Audio (Paducah), Mr. J's Men's
Clothing(Mayfield in Benton), In Sound Shop Itlopkinswillel.
Louisville to an NCAA cham- role like that," said Crum of the front-runner for Griffith's and by Mix, who finished with
started
practice
position
since
FOR INFORMATION CALL:5024824921
pionship last March, will no the player who'll replace Grif21 points despite playing only
longer dazzle mere mortals in fith. "Darrell was a great three weeks ago. The 23 minutes.
Mail Orders Flied Promptly - by sending cashier's check or
sophomore from Mt. Vernon,
money order to, Student Gov't Office, P. 0. Box 3094, Univ,
the college ranks. He has team player.
Celtics 111, Bulls 105
Station,
Mislay, KY 42071. Enclose seff-addressed, stamped
N.Y., was redshirted last
taken his court-defying acts to
"What we're looking for ace
Robert Parish scored 22
envelope.
the Utah Jazz of the National the same characteristics that season after injuring his knee points and Cedric Maxwell adin the third game.
Basketball Asication.
Griffith gave to the team."
ded 20 as Boston overcame

MILWAUKEE LAP) - The
Milwaukee Bucks were so
unexciting for the home town
fans that visitor Julius Erving
felt obliged to entertain the
spectators late in the game
with some of his livelier dunk
shots.

the second quarter. They
scored 13 points apiece to
nullify the Bucks' feeble attempt at a comeback.
"We didWt control
anything," Bucks Coach Don
Nelson shrugged. "They controlled everything."
It was the 76ers' 11th successive victory, the longest
winning streak in the NBAthis
seasOn, and the most lopsided
score of the season for the
division-leading Bucks.
;'I had no idea that we
would score this many points
against
Milwaukee,"
Philadelphia coach Billy Cunningham said, "That's the
most points we have ever
scored on the road "
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Sports

Brenda Lee

In Brief
By 1 he NSW' Led Press
TENNIS
STOCKHOLM, Sweden , 3P - Bairn
Borg and John MeEnroe advanced to the
finals of the 6175,000 Stockholm Open
Tennis Championships after each posted
straight set victories in the semifinals
McEnroe overpowered fellowArnerican
Bob Lutz 6-3, 6-3, while Borg beat Gene
Mayer 62.7-5
OLDSMAR. Fla , API - Roile Casals
registered a 7-5, 6-4 victory over Phyllis
Blackwell in the first round of a $125,000
tournanient
In another match, Gail O'Oonnor beat
Kim Jones 6-1, 0-6;6-3 Other winners
were Lele Forood, Susy. Jaeger, Laura
Bernstein, Kathrin Keil, Beth Norton
and Donna Ganz
HONG KliNG-I AP, - Second-seeded
Ivan lendl of Clechosloyakia beat Brian
Teacher 5-7. 7-6, 6-3 and won the 170,000
Hong Kong Tennis Classic The victory,
Lendl's sixth in Grand Prix competition
this year, was worth $13.125
Top-seeded Wendy Turnbull of
Australia captured the last five games of
the second set and overpowered Marcie
Louie 6-0,6-2 to take the women's title
--4-14.11F.R.STAL/T,-West Gerrruny 3API
- Top-seeded Tracy Austin beat Sherry
Acker 6-2, 7-5 in the finals of the $125.000
Grand Prix Stuttgart Tennis Tournainent It was the third straight year she
has won the event 'and it was worth
122.000 and a sports car
In the doubles finals, Betty Stowe. of
the Netherlands and Hanna Mandhkova
of Czechoslovaloa defeated Anne Smith
and Kathy Jordan 7-5,6-4
GOLF
HANAYASHIKI, Japan 1AP, - Tatsuko filnaito. Japan's leading money
winning woman golfer, captured the
8175,000 Mazda Japan Classic , beating
runnerup Pat Bradley by three strokes
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Ohsako carded a final-round, oneunder-par 73 for a 54-hole total of 13,
nine under par. The victory was orth
326.250.
Defending champion Amy Alcott
finished in a fourth-place tie at 219 with
Sandra Palmer and Beth Dame), two
shots behind Japan's Chako Haguchi.
KAWANISHI. Japan AP. - Jerry
Pate rallied for a course record sevenunder-par 65 and won the individual title
and the first prize of $28,500 in the 10th
U.S -Japan professional golf competition.
, Pate's spectacular round helped the
Americans gain a tie with the Japanese
in the battle for the team championship.
Each team finished with 2.280 strokes
and each collected 130,000 to be divided
among its nine members.
Tom Purtzer finished in a secondplace tie at 277 with veteran Japanese
pro Norm Suzuki.
MELBOURNE, Australia
API Sam Torrance of Scotland captured the
Mayne Nkkless Australian PGA Championship with a two stroke victory over
Spain's Sevenano Ballesteros.
Torrance fired a closing 2-under-par 70
for a 72-hole total of 282.

i First 4-Cell Lantern is FREE,
• extras at regular price. Persons
I under 16 years of age must be
I accompanied by an adult. Limit
I one per customer. Batteries not
I included. Offer expires 11/23/80.

.1.11J..111

68-1034

Otter Good at Participating Radio Shack Stores and Dealers
-------““•••
,
“•••”Mill•M”MOD ------- WEI

AM/FM Clock Radio with
Extra-Large LED Display
Chronomatic• -213
by Realistic

Save$30
Hear the excitement of police and fire calls, aircraft, weather stations,
CBers, plus AM and FM! Squelch control eliminates noise between
messages. All-band fine-tuning for easy station selection. 4" speaker,
telescoping'antennas plus jack for external FM/VHF antenna,
headphone jack Bands:JO-IF. VHF-Iii/Air/Weather, VHF-Lo, CB, FM.
AM AC. hattnrv ,poration Rattories Pxtr,ci 12.766

Hand-Held Electronic
Football Fun!

Make Your Party
Reservations Now

Save
21%
88
Reg 47 95

Wake to buzzer or radio! Extra-large
LED clocli display can be read from
anywhere in room Clock features
snooze control and sleep switch. Radio
has 31
/
2"speaker, AFC on FM,earphone
jack. Hurry for $10.07 savings, 12-1250
12 1250

Mobile CB with Channel9
"Priority" Switch

TRC-427 by Realistic'

By Tandy

Specials

Pork Chops
$315

PM

SUDO

Majestic
House
Is Presenting
Their New
Private Dining
Room

6 oz

STATLER BROTHERS

Crum Looks For Another Griffith

L.
lull
4.18

Na,

10, 19009

Save 24% Save
$5095

wah
salad bar
and potato

Ground Round -lad

bra
rind potato

$2
95
C•1 LI1O1

Homemade Chili sl°°

•0[0.1•12....

Try our delicious pizza too!
Call In...759-1114

•
Yciu call the plays on offense
- run, pass, kick! The computer plays defense against
you! College/pro skill levels,
LED "players," score/status
display, action sound For 1
or 2 players Battery extra

Reg.
139.95

60-2151

Majestic House

Save 36% now, and save
someone you care about a lot
of time and trouble this
winter, Priority switch lets you
go directly to Emergency
Channel 9 when calling for
directions or help. With mtg.,
hardware. 21-1534 •

..........................................

Store or
Check Your Phone Book for the Radie,J'haek
9:30-7:00 Mon.-Fri.

Steal.•Pizza
N 12th Olympic Pia/a

A DIVISION OF TANDY

rft.:
j

CORPORATION

Olympic Plan, Murray

:
930-6:00
Sot.

You-

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

1

BEST COPY AVAI

•
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aro Bird and Rick
aced a string of 15 •
points that gave the
lead they never lost,

l'HERS

so
ter, Chucks Mute
hos.c &NI Audio
tall, Mr. J'a Monk
sop tHopkinswiliel.

12-6921
cashier's check or
0. Boa 301114, WOW.
**eased,stamped

Regulations Expected
To Shrivel In Reagan's
Term As President
By JEFFREY MILLS
be different."
Associated Press Writer
Joseph, director of
WASHINGTON
AP) — regulatory affairs for the U.S.
Federal regulation in the Chamber of Commerce, said
name of consumers, which the election results
show that
bloomed in the 1970s, is ex- "it is clear that
the kinds of
pected to shrivel.once Ronald things business
groups have
Reagan takes over the White been saying are
felt by the
House.
vast majority of voters."
The president-elect hasn't Joseph, noting that
President
yet spelled out the specifics of Carter
appointed some conhow he intends to reduce
sumer advocates to regulate
regulation in such areas as business, predicted,
"The
health and safety. But his Reagan appointees
will be
heavy campaign criticism of more knowledgeable
and less
regulation, coupled with the biased."
new Republican majority in
One of the Carter apthe Senate, has consumer ad- pointees, Chairman Michael
vocates and federal regulators Pertschuk of the Federal
worried.
Trade Commission, said he
Consumer activist Ralph plans to stay at the FTC,
Nader may be the most though Reagan can designate
gloomy in his predictions of another commissioner
as
how the government will treat chairman. "I'm going to stay
consumers during the Reagan aqd participate in a reduced
administration.
"Under way in the commission acReagan, you are going to see tivities," said Pertschuk,
the darkest political period of
whose push for strong conthe 20th century," he said.
sumer protection has sparked
"Consumers are going to controversy with business
pay more and hurt more. The groups.
Reagan administration will
Stephen Brobeck, executive
abandon the health,safety and director of the Consumer
economic rights of con- Federation of America, said
sumers," Nader said.
last week's voting should not
A more moderate view was be seen as a sharp turn to conoffered by Sandra Willett of servatism throughout the
the National Consumers country. "The election proLeague."The public is saying, duced a dramatic power shift
'let the private sector take in Washington, but it is not a
responsibility for solving
mandate for sweeping change.
issues.' The challenge is to industry to solve problems in
areas like health care ..." She
called for private sector solutions to issues that will no
longer be within the province
of federal agencies.
Changes at independentnal'
HAZARD, Ky. (API — The
regulatory agencies may be
Guard
and
gradual because a new presi- National
dent can only name new firefighters from other states
members when someone's also pitched in to battle forest
term expires. For example, fires that have burned more
the Consumer Product Safety than 7,000 acres ip mounCommission, one of a host of tainous east and southeast
new agencies established dur- Kentucky.
No injuries or evacuations
ing the 1970s. has no scheduled
were reported, but after a
vacancy for Porn years.
helicopter tour, Kentucky Adj.
Jeff Joseph, a leading foe of
federal regulation, said, Gen. Billy Wellman activated
30 National Guard members
"There will be a lot of the
same players for a while. at Hazard and 20 at Jackson
They can stand pat and try to Sunday to help fight fires
moderate their tone and ac- should they threaten lives or
property.
tions. But the atmosphere will

National Guard,
Firefighters Aid
In Forest Fire Battle

Getting settled made simple.
Now-town dilemmas fads
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Nostoss, Ws my job to help you maks the
most of your now neighborhood. Oar shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attraction. Lots
of facts to sass you time and mousy.
Phis a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for year call.

BB-1034

elcome Wagon
Inge King 492-8348

-

go
im

acho
)one
1250

t You

I

Mary Hamilton 753-5570

Far Lands
Travel Agency
announces that
Marjorie and William S. Major
are no longer associated with FAR LANDS TRAVEL
AGENCY.
Clients with pending reservations booked
through them with FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY are
requested to phone or see Margarita Marsden,
General Manager at 753-4646.

Capitol Hill Employees Wonder About Futures
By LEE BYRD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON 1API —
Though stunned by Ronald
Reagan's landslide, 33-yearold Sandy Dickey nodded off
last Tuesday night secure in
the belief that her own career
in government,like that of her
Democratic boss, had at least
four years to run.
Wrong.
As she waited for the coffee
to brew Wednesday morning,
Miss Dickey learned how
quickly the promise of politics
can turn to quicksand. Though
she works for a senator whose

New Report Card
Used By County
School
personnel at
Calloway County High School
are responding to the need for
providing additional pupil progress data to parents at report
card time, according to a
school spokesman..
A new multicopy report
card is being utilized for the
first time this year. The first
of the new cards was released
on Friday, Nov. 7. Parents are
encouraged to view the new
cards and call the school for
appointments with teachers if
questions or difficulties arise.
In addition to a letter grade
evaluation of progress, the
card provides the parent with
a report of conduct and attendance information. Additionally, space is provided for
teachers to make comments
relevant to student progress.
Each card sent home by the
student will be retained at
home and should not be signed
for return to the school. Final
copies of student cards will be
press labeled to the student's
cumulative folder.
Use of the new card is' intended to provide more information to the parent regarding student progress while
expediting transfer of this
data to the cumulative folder
of each student.

term isn't up until 1984, Miss
Dickey is about to join hundreds of other Capitol Hill
employees in an elite
unemployment line.
"It just didn't dawn on me
until I heard it on television
that morning that the
Republicans would control the
new Senate," she.said. "None
of us had any idea ... we just
didn't anticipate it."
Any congressional staff
member's fortunes, of course,
are as fickle as those of the
boss. But the irony for Miss
Dickey, who works, for
821,500, on the Civil Service
subcommittee headed by Sen.
David Pryor, D-Ark. is that
'
his job security wasaffeCtednot one bit.
"The senator was in sort of a
daze himself that day," she
recalls. "He walked up to me
and just said 'I'm really sorry.
I don't have the subcommittee
anymore."
"I gave Myself three days to
be depressed," she said."Now
it's time to pull myself
together, to recognize that I'm
part of something that hasn't
happened in 25 years and try
to make the best of it."
Once a Shelby County
employee- in Memphis, she
campaigned for Sen. Jim
Sasser and then joined his
staff in Washington three
years ago, soon to transfer to
the subcommittee post offered
by Pryor.
"I came because this is the •
center of politics," she said.
"I've had a chance to work

on lobby reform, on sunset
legtslatai) for government
regula on, on civil service
reform
1 don't really want
to go ba to Memphis."
"But en., I can't be closing
any doo s. Not now." •
The changeover in Senate
control could boost the ranks
of the congressionally
unemployed to a number

rivaling thkit of the new
jobhunters in the executive
branch, where 2,900 people
serve at the pleasure of the
president.
In 1978, about 1,300 were
thrown out of work at the
Capitol, even though
Democrats retained control of
both Houses. The loss of all
committee chairmanships in

operators to computer
specialists..
Thus, jobhunting on the Hill.
where a new senator typically
will get up to 2,000 applicants
for an average of 30 or so post- hong, will be more brutallycompetitive than ever as the
Democrats count their lossesand the Republicans their
Capitol gains.

The Chicken is Coming!
MURRAY, KY

SATURDAY (NOV. 22) -

Lat.chc. trip worlds must famos
icker ,—.The San
Diego Chicken — Saturday (Nov. 22) when the'Murray
State University Racers open their 1980-81 basketball
season with a game against the England National Team
The Chicken will bring his comedy act to Racer Arena
for the 805 tipoff..Make plans to join him at MSU for the
"rnOst entertaining basketball game of -the 1980-81
college season.

MSU / ENGLAND NATIONAL TEAM
NOV. 22 / RACER ARENA / 8:05 P.M.
CALL 762-6184 OR WRITE
MSU TICKET OFFICE

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
faSu STUDENT MUST PuRCHASE ricer

Football — MSU. Western Kentucky
1.30 p.m. Stewart Stadium
Women's Basketball — MSU / UT Martin
6.00 p.m Racer Arena

ALSO COMING
SAT. (NOV. 22)

GOODAEAR

TOUCHDOWN

Hog Market

IRE SALE

Federal State Market News Service
November 10, 1980
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act. 001 Est, 600 Barrows &
Gilt,$1 lower Sows under 500 steady $1lower over 500 steady Si higher
tis 1-2 210-240 lbs.
546.50-46.57
US2210-250 lbs
546.25-46.50
US 2-3 240-260 lb'
$45 25-46 25
US 2-4266-200 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
. 835.00-38.00'
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
$37.00-4000
US 1-3 450-500Ibs
540.03-42.50
US 1-3 500-650 lbs
842.50-43.00
few at 44.00
US 2-3 300-500 lb,
836.00-37.00 Boars S28.00-30.00

Hit Paydirt
With Super
Goodyear Savings
THE STORE!
At
Sale Ends
Sat.!

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. Al')(
f USDA t —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
2600; compared to last week's close
slaughter steers 1.00 lower; slaughter
heifers mostly 1.50-2.00 lower. instances
3.00 lower; slaughter cows steady;
slaughter bulls steady; limited calves
and vealers steady; feeders opening
weak to 1.00 lower; choice 920-1215 lb
slaughter steers 65.30-67.20; good and
choice 960-1250 lb 62.00-65.30; good 8201425 lb 57.80-62.00; slaughter heifers
choice 904-1015 lb 63.50-65.40; few good
and clime 815-1090 lb 62.4463.50; good
745-915 lb 57.25-63.70; utility cows 400048.25; several high dressing-48 25-51.25;
cutter 4040-44.50; canner and cutter
under 800 lb 35.00-40,25; slaughter bulls
few grade 1 1570-1590 lb 61.25-63.50;
grade 1-2 1230-1755 lb 54.00-59.00; grade 2
1005-1415 lb 50.75-54.00; few good and
choice 200.300 lb vealers 62.00-73.50;
choice 315-435 lb calves 55.00-58.00
feeder steers medium frame 1 400-500 lb
66.00-72.50; 500-635 lb 64.0474.90; small
101 843 lb 67.10; small frame 1 300-400 lb
65.0467.00; medium frame 2 300-500 lb
60.00-67.50; 500-700 lb 54.00-66.00;
medium frame 1-2 bulls 300-500 lb 52.0067.00; 500-700 lb 49.00-5?.50; large frame
2 mostly Holsteins 540400 lb 54,75-58.25;
706925 lb 50.0455.50; heifers medium
frame 1 300-400 lb 56.00-62.50; 400-500 lb
58.00-65.00; 500-740 lb 54.00-62 50;
medium frame 2350-600 lb 45 00-5000.
Hogs 1000; compared to last Thursday
barrows and gilts 1.041.25 lower; 1-2 220260 lb 49.0048.15; 2 215-260 lb 47.5448.04
2-3 270-280 lb 46 75-47.50; sows steady; 1-2
300-350 lb 4200-43.00; 350-450 lb 43.0044.00; 450-625 lb 44.00-45.30; boars over
300 lb 34.00.35.25, under 300 lb 30.25-33.00.

the Senate and the defeat of
four incumbent chairmen in
the House is certain to boost
that figure much higher this
time. Moreover, the change in
Senate control probably
means the departure of
Sergeant at Arms F. Nordy
Hoffman, whose office holds
rein over scores of support
jobs, ranging from elevator

SAVE
$2750

SAVINGvA
,7
.!

MORE TD TIRE

S

Sue &
Descriptio n
A 78013 B

SALE
PRICE

IN

Plus FET
no trade
needed

Sn"o0w0 Retrelt
E78014 BW

139
1,0

G78,114 BIN

1400
Snow
IW"Snowu:d Rot
Re

G 78,115
C0SI0N4

1800

BW

it/
1
4

R
sMad
inbuo w
d

pOLYSIFLI14OWhitewal.
ER1805
Plus 2.57 FT

G 78
z15BW
J 78015 Bug

ad
18.00
wiRetread
Retread

\IL\ womana'
SAVE 10

BATTERY SALE!

$3595

SUPER SAVINGS
ON WHEELS!

,F,9
,rF O,r4ou8.P2Ves

AUTO STEREO
by KRACO)

SUPIRHOR
SUPERLUG MAG

4995

Fits Most Fords, Chev, Ply, Compacts
& imports All-Weather Battery

'
A rugged. dependable battery loaded with Quaid,
features Instant-on perforthance,.deSigned for vehicles
right
the
has
Goodyear
with minimum electrical needs
compact tull-SiZt,
battery for whatever you drive
or RV

Sale

116
6.
.0
00
0

5295 5795

F REE
INSTALL AT ION

Ends Saturd.iv Nior

SAL E ENDS SAT uPDAY

lormemmolEMP--

Auto Winterizing

$1788

Inspect and pressure test Cooling system Inspect all belts
and hoses Drain and refill ?mil
uplt-wo gallons of new antifreeze

12-MONTH TUNE-UP

•12 MONTH TUNE UP St WO, I ft,.fi I Mf

$4188 54688 '4988

rcalt
„.
.• •
T
tune-up ANY HMI W;I litN
tune-up take SOWIn the sfAre that pertorme
Goodyear will provide fr., •
three separate
(tans of these checto.-ups
for any adluStrneets or part rePlaCetre
,

ELECTRONIC IGNITION Check charging and
--fottrna systems • install now mini- new cpari.
oiugs • Set trming to recommended specs •
I ,hricate and adiust choke • Achim? carburetor
STANDARD IGNiThTN

Served with Country Gravy, Baked Potato or Fries, and Stockade Toast

,od year
Pevolying
harge

, Account

•

,

Use any of theSe 7 other ways to buy Our Own CuSlorner
Plan • Manic, Charge • Visa • ArneriCan E4ipress C ird
• Carte Blanche • Dale's Clute• Cash

GOOD/YEAR

We still treat Idris to any item on our Nils' Menu for 99c
Prices good at participating Sirloin Stockades Monday through Thursday

L STORES

ST COPY AVAILABLE

„

- Just Say,1
'Charge It

witA OlttOa YOU diftifid 801110'a ecilacOatoittht -12Z9

T

SERVIC STORE
12th St., Murray, 753-0595

'
0,is5k(aAc

4S

Store Manager,Norman Hagedorn

•
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HEALTH

Boy Without
Natural Immunities
Dies In Sletp

Checkups still important

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
2 Illuminated
ACROSS
1 European . 3 Piedge
mountains - 4 Cut
5 Pintail dick
5 Steamship
9 Scottish cap
labbr I
12 Father
6 Expert
13 German Os7 Dines
I'd
8 Time period
Atncan
9 Coy
10 In bed
native
11 Additional
15 Heating unit
17 Stutter
16 Interjection
19 Earns
18 Masculine
21 Assstant
20 Turkish
22 Mix
decree
24 graie note
22 Pretense
25 Anoent
23 Bind
• 26 Possesses
25 Poems
27 Procession
27 Peel
29 Manuscript
28 Snake
iabbr
29 Apportion
31 Instate
30 Juncture
32 Pad notice
34 Colonized
33 Down Prefix 36 Let fall
34 OtOcese
37 Demeans
35 Pronoun
1 2 3 4
36 Fears ,
38 Greek -letter
12
39 Par/ 01 ''to
15
be
40 bust
41 Stalk
42 Singing voice II.19
23
, 44 Goal
311
46 Barrel mak1 31
48 Map book
38
51 Negative pro- !35
52 Falsehcods
54 Lampreys
55 Piece out
56 Misplace
57 Redact
DOVVN
Dolt

,

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

B AS T E D ROOP
D13013CICI OCIOCIEI
oI MUM uaN
MU MUMUM UM
°MU MOM UM
MUD MUGU=
MOO DOOM
MOUE= MOOD
LO OOMOU uan
UM DOOM MO
A DUM MULE U
sOCUUU OM=
STEED UENDS
45 State: Abbr
47 Cloth
41 Meditermeasure
ranean vessel 49 - Baba
42 Skin ailment 50 Fast plane
43 Behold
Abbr
44 Small group 53 Compass pt
39 Make

amends

5 6 7 5

117
13

IS

20
24

9 10 11
14

25

27

n
11133
37

34

38

44
46
SI
SS

6000 GRIEF; MARCIE, HOW
DID 'CU 6E7 50 TALL?

46
52

DURHAM, N.C. (API Richard Joel Bradley Jr., who
spent the three years of his life
Letter number 10-2, Your separated from others, playValuable Medical Examina- ing with sterilized toys and
tion, which I am sending you calling
masked
nurses
Others who want this infor- "mama," has died of
cancer,
mation can send 75 cents with
a long, stamped, self- doctorssay.
addressed envelope for it to
The little boy, born without
me, in care of this newspaper,
P.0 Box 1551, Radio City the natural immunities that
protect humans from disease,
Station, New York, NY 10019
Schedule that examination. died in his sleep Sunday at
Your body deserves treatment Duke Hospital. Doctors said
as good as most states require his sterile environment could
for your car
not protect him from lymDEAR DR LAMB - I was
told by two physicians that I phoma, a kind of cancer that
have an enlarged heart and spreads through the white
was in heart failure. Neither blood cells.
physician elaborated on my
Ricky had lived in the Isolacondition. Can you enlighten
me' Can it be reversed by tion of a germ-free enclosure
rest, medication or both?
for all but nine days of his life.
DEAR READER -- There His rare hereditary ailment.
are many causes for an
enlarged heart.. When heart known as severe combined imfailure is the cause the fibers mune deficiency, also afflicts
that make up the heart cham- his older brother Jamie, who
bers have lengthened. That is was born in 1974.
because they have weakened
Dr. Rebecca H. Buckley,
or "failed." When this occurs
there is usually some one of Ricky's principal physidecrease in breathing capaci- cians, pioneered a treatment
ty and a person may get short for the condition that involved
of .breath with mild exertion.
In severe cases shortness of injections of healthy liver cells
breath may occur at rest from into the abdominal wall.
heart failure.
She used that treatment sucRest usually is helpful as it
rests the heart. Salt restric- cessfully on Jamie, who now
tion is usually indicated and lives a normal life, but seven
medicines can be given to attempts on Ricky had proved
wash out excess salt from the only temporarily successful.
body helping to rid the body of
excess fluid. Also digitalis or
"It was not enough (protecrelated medicines are used to tion) to make ig feel comforstrengthen the contractions of
him out in a
the heart muscle. This often table about letting
returns it to sufficiently nor- normal environment," she
mal function to eliminate said.
symptoms in people with mild
Historically, she said, the
heart failure.
Usually if a person requires most successful treatments
medicine to correct heart fail- for the deficiency involved
ure it is necessary to continue bone marrow transplants
taking the medicine thereaft- from exactly matched sibler for lifel It is unwise to stop
the medicines without the ings. No suitable donors were
doctor's recommendation to available for either Ricky or
Jamie,she said.
do so..
examinations are important
are outlined in The Health

VIII
54
57

A
''•
LEAF
BROKE
IT

BUT DON'T WORRY,SIR..
IF WE MEET A 6005E,
1401) CAN PRETEND
qOU PONT KNOW ME!
"Tkr

YES ---I HIT IT WITH THIS ONE I'M
PUTTING IN THE TABLE FOR MY
PARTY

OKAY, OKAY,•I M COMING!

SORRY,GUYS -I'VE GOT TO
EAT DINNER NOW

APCc

mmtmals's

eature Sy,.Oicai., inc

SHUT UP
AND
POLICE
THE
AREA

AS TEDDY ROOSEVELT
SAID,'SPEAK SOFTLY
AND CARRY A BIG
STICK'."

1,9(
) DOILTRT_LL

XC'

By Abigail Van Buren

Which Has Final 'Right':
Mother or Unborn Child?
DEAR ABBY: I'm glad you told that woman not to have
an abortion regardless of what her husband wanted. But
you added, "It's your body.",
Abby, once a woman has conceived a child, it is not only
her body, there is another body to consider, another life the life of her unborn child.
For a woman to abort her child is murder,and there is just
no other way to look at it.
GOD-FEARING CHRISTIAN
DEAR CHRISTIAN: Please read on for another
view:

© IWO United

EASY,
BEETLE

11.9`

Body Of Actor McQueen
Cremated In California

/0

NANCY-WHAT
HAPPENED TO
THAT WINDOW

)600

np

I HATE BEING
ARPED HOME
BY A DOG!

AC2A

DEAR ABBY: Since so many women and ministers read
your column, I would like to present the Biblical view on
abortion:
A woman has the right to abort an accidental pregnancy
if she so chooses.
The fetus is not a living soul, but a living organism. It is a
part of the mother's body-connected by the umbilical cord.
The fetus is not a human soul until the umbilical cord is
severed and the fetus takes its first breath of air and is able
to survive on its own outside its mother's body.
The Bible clearly states: "God breathed into Adam's
nostrils the breath of life, and man became a living soul"
(Genesis 2:7).
BIBLE STUDENT
DEAR ABBY: Last Halloween eve, our 11-year-old
daughter (I'll call her Tina) went trick-or-treating with three
girlfriends.
Tina happens to be very tall for her age. One woman
answered her door with treats in hand, looked at Tina and
said, "Oh, you're too old for trick-or-treating." Then she
gave treats to the other girls who were all much shorter,and
Tina was turned away empty-handed. She felt so hurt she
left her friends and came home in tears.
Abby, tall children - especially girls- ore vel•yr sensitive
about their height. I suppose they should be taught to
develop a tougher defense against insulting remarks about
their size, but it might help if you published this letter to
remind people that today some 11- and I2-yea -olds are
nearly full-grown. Thank you.
TINA'S MOTHER

'
DEAR MOTHER:Thanks for a little reminder with
a big message.
- -

MONO

LLirY4T°

HY IS
THE KING
SO ANXIOUS
TO FIND HIS
SON 2

LAJONT°

THE MESSAGE
FL/E9 FROM
DRUM TO DRUM„

DEAR ABBY: TICKTOCK TAMMY may get rid of latenight gilests who overstay their welcome by having a
grandfather clock that chimes every 15 minutes, but it
didn't work for me. I have had a chimer and cuckoo clock in
my living room for months, and not one guest left because
the clocks chimed and cuckooed.
I had the cuckoo clock set one minute later than the
grandfather clock, and right after one chimed, the other
cuckooed. Some guests remarked on how "funny" it was,hut
they all stayed until after midnight. Not one person said,
"Well, it's getting late,.1 think we'd better go."
One guest said, "Doesn't that chiming and cuckooing
drive you nuts?"
A I answered, "No, but you'd better go before it drives you
nuts!"
'
CUCKCITIMIN CALIFORNIA
Do you wisfi you had more friends? Get Abby's
booklet,"How to Be Popular; You're Never Too
Young' or Too Old." Send $1 with a long, selfaddressed, stamped (28-cents) envelope to: Abby,
Popularity, 132 Lasky Drive, BeverLy Hills, Calif.
90212.
•

r
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1. Legal Notice

The Peoples Sank of Illarray, Ky. will
offer for sale at pablIc etudes' at 1 p.m.
Monday, Mlevesniser 17, 1980, at Stit
Stained Streets the vehicles listed
low. They will be sold as is whore is
for cash only. The vehkies caw bo inspected from 12100-1100 p.m. on the
date of the sale at the sale location.
1979 Chevrolet 2 ton truck, 9000 lb.
front axle, 14,300 lb. rear two speed
rear axle, 900 tires, 3 speed dark,
power steering, equipped with Fontaine
lime spreader C178S9V110890 serial
no.of track, 3637-F serial no.of bed.
1978 Chevrolet 1 ton red equipped
with Holmes wrecker,trooper model No.
1100, serial No. Ca.338V1708413, 4
speed, power steering.
1978 Ford 1 ton pickup, silver, air,
serial No. F33SUCA411187, 4 speed,
power steering, F330 Lariat.
1979 Yellow Blazer, air, automatic,
power steering, power brakes, Serial
No. CKL1892151730
1979 Chevrolet Diesel Truck-van
body-435T, red, 5 speed, 17,000 lb. 2
speed rear axle, 7,000 lb. front axle,
power steering.
1972 VW,Serial No.422 200 6014

FOR TUESDAY,NOVEMBER 11,1980

What kind of day will tomor- meone's feelings by shutting
row be? To find out what the off completely.
stars say, read the forecast SAGM'ARIUS
given for your birth Sign.
1 Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
Be careful of spending
ARIES
habits. Don't expect others to
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
bail you out with a loan. Do
Though the day brings furthur research about a
business accomplishment, you financial matter.
might feel a letdown later. Ex- CAPRICORN
pect little praise for your ef- (Dec. 22toJan.19)
forts.
An overly enthusiatic atTAURUS
titude may give way to a more
(Apr. 20 to May 201 Oki;7 sober view on a career matter.
Taking an extra long lunch Friends are helpful, so keep in
break may mean an extra touch.
work load later. Watch self- AQUARIUS
indulgence. Distant ties (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
favored.
Don't insist on the limelight.
GEMINI
You're better off operating
(May21 toJune20)
from behind the scenes now. A
Though you'll talk a shrewd confidential chat is helpful
bargain now, make sure you careerwise.
follow up on commitments. A PISCES
bored feeling may set in. Be (Feb.19 to Mar.20)
less self-conscious.
Enjoy cultural pursuits, but
avoid overspending now. The
CANCER
company of friends will prove
(June 21 to July 22) 43°
Despite
surface more satisfying than romance
agreements, don't expect at present.
others to change overnight.
YOU BORN TODAY work
Don't be miffed if close ties best when inspired. A desire
are preoccupied.
for financial security can atLEO
tract you to the business
(July 23 to Aug.22) 4/24
world, but your greatest
Don't promise more than powers lie elsewhere. Highly
you can deliver. Listen to the inventive, you can make an
common sense of a family original contribution to your
member. Too much lelf- field. Music, sculpture,
indulgence threatens health.
literature, science, engineering, theater and politics are
VIRGO
some of the vocations in which
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
fulfillment.
You're inclined to be ex- you'll find
travagant now, only to regret Teaching, real estate, art and
it later. Watch budget. medicine may also appeal to
Creative
work
brings you. Learn to trust your intuirewards. You're highly ar- tion and find a career that
reflects inner aspirations. Birticulate.
thdate of: Feodor DostoyevLIBRA
ski, novelist; Bibi Andersson,
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) You may get cold feet in a actress; and Kurt Vonnegut,
domestic project if costs seem novelist.
high. Be on the lookout for
buys in stereo equipment or
household appliances.
TOO LATE
SCORPIO
HINGHAM, Mass. ( API (Oct. 23 to Nov.21) 171114ft Hingham selectmen erred when
Watch what you say. A slip they appointed a woman to the
LOS ANGELES(AP) The vices, adding he did not know of the tongue could get youin Council on Aging - the woman
body of actor Steve McQueen, what McQueen's family plann- hot water. Still, don't hurt so- had died two years before.
who died of heart failure after ed to do with the actor's recancer surgery last week, was mains.
cremated in California
McQueen's body was flown
without ceremony, his back to the United States on
publicist said.
Friday, after his death in
Warren Cowan said Sunday Juarez, Mexico, earlier in the
that McQueen's widow, Bar- day, Cowan said. The star of
bara Minty, told him crema- such movies as "Bullitt" and
tion had taken place Saturday. "The Cincinnati Kid" died of
Cowan said - McQueen had heart failure 13 hours after
requested that there be no ser- cancer surgery.

ITS MY EXPEDITION
BOOTS, SIR.,WHILE WE'RE
LOOKIN6 FOR CHUCK, WE
MIGHT RUN INTO SOME
BAD WEATHER...

CLASSIFIEDADS!

1. Lelia -Notice

to
18

i
ll 21'

32

Hic Results

Frances Drake

Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
I'll be nations such as a sigmoidoscoDEAR, DR LAMB
40 years old next month
PY
the
frequency
of
Besides, there are many
Because of
heart attacks and cancer, I things to evaluate other than
had planned on visiting my Just the possibility of cancer
doctor for a complete Remember that some of these
fr.7
checkup They say life begins detailed examinations have
at 40 so I surely don't want- been dropped because there is
mine to end there Now I have something else to replace
read that the American Can- them If you have a stool
cer Society has changed its examination that reveals
mind about annual examina- blood, then you would get a
tions and thinks that they are simoidoscope The stool
not so good after all Am I just examination for blood is pretwasting my time and money ty good in its own right as a
in getting a checkup"
screening test Early detecI was tion of high blood pressure
DEAR READER
afraid the American Cancer and elevated cholesterol levSociety's change in guidelines els is important
, about evaluations would have
Treatment of mony findings
.
exactly,that kind of an effect Can result in living longer and
recom- better !By correcting some
Actually the ACS
mends an annual examination abnormalities, such as high
for men 40 and over for the blood pressure, you can
early detection of prostate indeed decrease the chances
cancer What they have really you will have a- stroke or a
recommended is a change in heart attack
The reasons I think regular
exanq
the frequency of some
..

Your Individual
Horoscope

1.tegal Notice
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Luther May.
Executor of the Estate of
Cyrene Williams Hall, Deceas
ed. Exceptions to this settle
ment must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before November 19 1980, the
date of hearing.
Francis W Shea.
Circuit Court Clerk.
2. Notice
Bible Facts, Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600
"Drugs In Your
759-4444.
Life"
Bible Story 7594445.

V"rnitsiltertel
0110
FACT
wSiftyjrapplatt is A4

STARKS 4*
q4 HARDWARE 00
12th & Poplar a
753-1227
)
reP tel

.-ka.

tti,

Reduce safe and fast with
GoBese tablets and E-Vap
"water pills". Holland Drug.

CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES
In order for your ad to appear
on the date you specify you must
adhere to thifallowing deadlines
An ad most be called or brought in
by 12 Noon the day before in
order to appear in the next days
paper, with the exception of ads
to start in Monday's paper, they
must be called or brought in by.
a.m.on Saturday.
To have an ad cancelled before
publication you will need to contact us by 8 a.m. that morning
in order for it not to appear in
that days edition.

2. Notice
What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333

1

7. Stora

Custom
buildings c

1.1ituat
leaf raking
753-7490.
Will do sew
babysitting
1-4. Call 75
Would like
pig.
Ex'
• references.
474-2395.
Will do lei
cleanup.
Cpm

Make 200%
by mail. C
I ncluding
reports wit
rights. $10
niatio.n st
stamped er
brough Co
'42020.

11. Insti

Private goi
styles.
termediate.
Music. 753

14. Wan

Electric Ty
4150 betwi

Girls bicych

4:In

Memory

In memory of Sammy Farley
who passed away 10 years ago,
November 6th
- WE MISS YOU
Your life, was like a candle
light; So pure, so brief, but Oh,
so bright!
With beams of love, you filled
each heart, and made it hard
for us to part.
We miss your voice, your sweet
embrace, Your precious smile,
. your angel face
Our hearts are sad, but this we
know When God called, you
had to go!
God needed you in Heaven
above. To teach his angels how ,
to love
-He heed your soul, now it can
rise, to the lead the angels to
Paradise.
Sadly missed by, Family.
S. Lost and Found
Found: Young calico cat wearing flea collar, hospital area
Call 162-451601 753-0122.
Lost: Black cat with stub tail,
wearing red collar, in
Gatesborough area. Call before
5753-1323 or after 5 pm, 7538678.
6. Help Wanted
Earn $50 per hundered securing, stuffing envelopes. Free
details, Reply: "HomemakersS 12S", Boo 94485, Schaumburg, 1E 60194.

Night delivery, must have own
transportation and good
knowledge of Murray area.
Prefer lady with ecomamy car.
Apply Thursday Nov 13. Call
Tired of baja7 Try Bradley GP-2
753-4153.
or Bradley Classics Phone 1RN'S. Immediate openings in
554-3053.
CCU and ICU, 3 to 11 shift with
excellent benefit program. ConJust o few of the many ser•
rice, available. Oil and tin•
tact Personnel or Nursing Serrings, resumes and a frame
vice office at Community
shop.
Hospital, Bt( 559, Mayfield.
, KY 42066, 207-5211.
CARTER STUDIO
7535298
304 Main
TEXAS REFINERY CORP. offers
plenty of money plus cash
bonuses, fringe benefits to
ATTENTION?
mature individual in Murray
ICE CREAM
area. Regardless of experience.
LOVERS!
write 1.A. Byers, Texas Refinery
1890's with 32 flavors will be
Corp.. Box 711, Fort Worth,
open all winter! Open Monday
Texas 76101.

through Friday td 1000 P.M.
Senday til 900 P.M. Also
hare Chicken S Polish
Sausage.

a

Telephone sales, temperory,
call from an office. 9am to
5pm. Apply Thursday Nov 13th,
Call 753-4153

INVITATION TO BID

The City of Murray, Kentucky, for the Murray Weer
System will accept quotations on the following. Five
hundred feet of Class SO Ductile Iron 10" Pipe Tyton
Joint, and also Cast Iron Flange Fittings. Specifications
are available at the City Clerk's Office, City HaH, 5th
and Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky. Bids are to be
delivered no later than 4:00 p.m., Wednesday,
November 20, 1910. The City removes the right to
accept the lowest or best bid or fis ruled any or dl
bids submitted.

NOTICE

The City of Murray Street Department
will begin picking up leaves with the leaf'
vacuum machine on Monday, November 10,
1980. You are asked to rake your leaves to
the edge of your yard, not in the ciirb or side
ditches.
Call 753-5127 for this service. Give your
-nama and- address and this 'orrice will be
provided on a call-in basis at no charge.
The Street Department will continue to
pick up bagged leaves by calling the some
number.

Used mo
Mayfield.
P.O. Box
42066.
Want to I
home, any s

1-5:Artk

Chimneys.
pipe, 6"x31
$29.99: in
$29.99,- 8'
Hardware, F

Fireplace 5
brass trim.
high. 48':i
Phone 753

F.

II Type:

and
add',
engagen

nor ring
men's nil

pins, bi
gold wa'
a goods
owned j,
pay top

items.
Rogei

'The Chen
110 W
Northsode
town Pane.
5551

Leather rep.
and altera.
and harnes
leather clot
tack, belts
and many o
247-3934.

Pharmacy fi
at Revco Dr
ing Center c
16. Horn

Antique da
Call ,753-62

Commodes,
$43.99. '
Paris.
Davenport f!
condition. C

Duncan Ph!
buffett and
153-6897.

For sale. Kst
sully. inch
and all Ii
9288.

For sale Sei
ice maker
hookup an
762-33
Home furpe
chest, was
stand, TV t
lamps. Call

Kelvinator
freezer; Ph
21" black
t v.; all in g
753-7646 b!

Used Westin
dryer, $125
lion, GE rar
3062 untill
753-1938.

The Er
Paris,
visors
fabrics'
technic
vacanc
pansioi
and ss
Send ci
And
Mngr.

419
.
.
01
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

I Notice

.av, K. will
Ion at 1 p.a.
SO, at 2th &
kiss listed
Is where is
tam be lassos. on the
'cation.
ck, 9000 lb.
• two speed
peed dark,
Ith reinteine
0490 serial
.of bed.
d equipped
Dr model No.
1701163, 4

7. Storage Bldg. _

silver, air,
4 speed,

airtoustatle,
mikes, Serial

Truck-vast
17,000 lb. 2
front axle,

506014

ice

e do best is care
753 6333
appy

Birthday
Norma
Dunn!!

Wemory

wry of Sammy Farley
;sed away 10 years ago,
er 6th.
WE MISS YOU
e, was. like a candle
pure, so brief, but Oh,
t!
ams of love, you filled
!art, and made it hard
I part.
.
your voice, your sweet
Your precious smile,
:el face.
rts are sad, but this we
Vhen God called you,
o!
eded you in Heaven
o teach his angels how ,

I your soul, now it can
the lead the angels to•

issed by, Family.

(and Found

young calico cat wearcollar, hospital area.
-4516 or 753-0122.
)ck cat with stub tail
red collar, in
rough area. Call before
323 or after 5 pm, 753-

p Wanted

0 per hundered securfling envelopes. Free
Reply: "Homemakers.
Boo 94485, Schaum60194.
livery, must have own
lotion and good
ge of *Murray area.
Idy with ecomamy car.
hursday Nov 13. Call
3.
nmediate openings in
ICU, 3 to 11 shift with
t benefit program. Consonnet or Nursing Serlice
Community
B 559, Mayfield,
.6, 2.47-5211. :EFINERY CORP. offers
of money -plus cash
, fringe benefits to
individual in Murray
prdless of experience,
I. Byers, Texas Refinery
lox 711, Fort Worth,
i101.
le sales, temperory,
yi an office. 9ani to
ply Thursday Nov 13th,
14153.

BID

I Murray Water
following. Five
10" Pipe Tyton
I. Specifications
City Hall, 5th
. lids are to be
., Wednesday,
res the right to
eject any or all

Custom Built
portable One used Filter Queen vacuum
buildings. Call 753-0984.
cleaner, $149.50. One new
Filter Queen, $.399.50. One us9T1Liation Wanted
ed Kirby. $129.50. One used
Leaf raking. Call 753-9137 or Electrolux, like new, $139.50.
753-7490.
Call Martha Hopper, 354-6521.
Will do sewing, alterations and 18. Sewing Machines
babysitting for 1 child between
For sale: Portable Singer sew1-4. Call 753-0952. •
ing Machine. Has zig-zag stitch,
Would like to do houseclean- multi-stitch, blind stitch. Also
ing. Experienced
with- included is a Singer butreferences. Call 474-8834 or tonhoter ,attachment. $90. Call
414-2395.
436-2742 after 6 pm.
Will do leaf raking and yard New Free,irm sewing machine,
cleanup. Call 753-7585 after 5 one used Singer, 15 class, like
pro.
new. One Kenmore' in - cabinet
10.Bat-Oppoduaity . - like new. Must Sell! Call Mar
Make 200% selling information tha Hopper. 354-6521
by mail. Complete dealership 19. Farm Equipment
including 20 money making
reports with full reproduction 35 hp Desiel Delux Massey
rights. $10.00. For more infor Ferguson tractor with bush
patron seed- self-addressed .hog, disc, Made and
stamped envelope to: TW Scar- cultipacker- $3300.. Call 753brough Co, Rt.1, Almo, KY 7160. .
'42020.
20. Sports Equipment
11.Instructions
The Pistol People: Invest in a
Private guitar instruction. All feeling of security, largest
Beginning,
in- variety, lowest priced, no
styles.
termediate, advanced. Chuck's. registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store, 9
Music, 753-3682.
miles west of Hopkinsvillejunc14. Want To Buy
tion KY 164-117. Hours 8-5,
Electric Typewriter. Call 753- Sunday 12-5,
4150 between 10 am • 5 pm.
23. Exterminating
Girls bicycle. Call 753-7853.
Used motor home. Call
Mayfield, 247-0013 or- write
- P.O. Box 555, Mayfield, KY
42066.
Want to buy: Used mobile
home, any size. 527-1362.

15. Artides For Sale
Chimneys, all-fuel, triple wall
pipe, 6"x30", $29.99; 8"x30",
$29_99; installation .kit. 6",
$29.99,. 8", $41.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Fireplace screen, black with
brass trim. Like new. 33 inches
high. 481
/
2 inches wide. $25,
Phone 753-2796.
FOR SALE
All Types of old diarnons and gold jewelry,
wedding
rings,
engagement rings, dinner rings, all types of
man's rings, antique bar
pins, broaches, karat
gold watches. We have
a good selection of preowned jewelry and will
pay top dollars for these
items.
Rogers Jewelers
"Th• Diamond Mose of PM."
110W Vimhington St.
Nottluid• of 5goom, Down"we PM.,TN,Phone 111011642.
5561.

Leather repair, dying, cleaning,
and alterations., Also saddle
and harness repair. We make
leather clothing, chaps, vests,
tack, belts, purses, billfolds,
and many other gift items. Call
247-3934.
Pharmacy fixtures. Can be seen
at Revco Drugs, Bel-Air Shopping Center or call 753-8304.16. Home Furnishings
Antique day bed. Best offer.
Calt 753-6232.
Commodes, white, A grade,
$43.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Davenport for sale. In very good
condition. Call 436-2521.
Duncan Phyfe table,'6 -chairs,
buffett and china cabinet. Call
753-6897. .
For sale: King size-oak bedroom
suite, including night stand
and all linens. $450. .7539288.
For sale: Sears refrigerator with
ice maker with copper wire
hookup and stove,; avocado.
762-33
.Home furpishing for sale, bed,
chest, was r, dryer,'stero with
stand, TV table, curtains and
lamps. Call 753-6063.
Kelvinator refrigerator and
freezer...Philo electric stove;
21" black and white Zenith
t.v.; all in good condition. Call
753-7646 before 9.
Used Westinghouse washer and
dryer, $125 for set. good condition, GE range, $75. Call 7533062 untill 6pm after 6 call
753-1938.

our leaves to

a cirb or side

:e. Give your
rvice will be

charge.
continue to
ng the same

/
2 miles
Two bedroom trailer, 11
on 641 South, $150 and
deposit, 753-4699. • Two bedroom, outside city
limits, 121 South, $90 plus
Water furnished
deposit
Phone 753-5405.
Two bedroore trailer, 12x60.
near Murray. Furnished, very
clean. No pets! Call 481-2118
Two bedroom trailer, glectrir
and wood heat, $90 per month
4 mil oitt 753.Rflkt
10. usiness ental
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-47511

31. Want To Rent

Want to rent or lease 100-400
acre corn or bean ground 6420207. Batman & Batman Farm,
Buchanan, Tennessee

32. Apts. For Rent

Apartments for rent, near
downtown. Call 751-4109.
For rent: 2 bedroom duplex
central heat and air, outlet for
washer and dryer. Couple
preferred. No pets. Call 753
9741.
For rent: furnished upstairs
apartment, bedroom, living
'ALL BUGS CAW
room combination, large kitchen and bath, $125 plus
MU ll
te
utilities. Girl's only. Call 753-41
5041 or after 5, 753-4707.
Kelley's Termite
Furnished apartment for rent.
& Pest Control
$100 per- month. Call 753- 8049.
Phone 753-3914
One bedroom furnished apartment, newly decorated, near
24. Miscellaneous
Stadium Call 753-3949.
Antique furniture fOr sale, large
Two. bedroom duplex' with
mahagoney 'dresser $200, family room, - kitchen
apCherry stand with curly maple
pliances, couples only. No pets.
drawer $185. Small rocker with 759-4509.
cane seat $135. Call 753-1326
Two', bedrciom apartment,
after 6 pm.
range, • oven, refrigerator,
Firewood, oak and hickory, 18"
dishwasher, disposer, washer
or 24". Also custom cut sizes.
and dryer hookup, air, carpet.
4897327.
NO 'its. One year lease and
Fireplace inserts, automatic $225 • deposit required. $225
trio speed blowers, see through per month. Phone 753-2622 or
glass doors, $499.99.. Wallin 75-3-3865:
.
Hardware, Paris.
Two small apartments On Blood
Firewood: 18-24" seasoned, River Lake. One for $60 per
mixed hardwoods, $25 per month, one
_ for $80.
. Call 436•
rick, delivered. Call 7534536. 2427.
Franklin stove, excellent condi- 34. Houses For Rent
tjon. $50. Call 753-7582.
'Four bedroom: 1107 Poplar,
Firewood, cut any length, most- $250 per month. .Call 436t oak and hickory, $22.50 2861 after 6pm.
delivered. 753-8649, 489- Nice country' home, 4 miles
2492, or 753-0798.
east. Couple. No pets.
Firewood,.. $20 rick delivered. References, required. $175..
Call 753-7490 or 753-9137.
753-7551.
•
Firewood for sale $15 a rick. One and a half story farmhouse
Call 437-4882.
for rent December. 1, 1980,
King automatic wood heater, $200 a month plus utilities.
brick lined, cast iron grates Electric heat, refrigerator and
and doors, lift off cook surface stove. 10 minutes from town.
top, model 8802B, $259.99. Write: Jim Bryant, 5711 .B
Brown Ave., Ft. Knox, KY
Wallin Hardware, ParisT-Tlf.'
40121.
Patio doors for sale, 6 foot
doors with screen, $100. Call Two bedroom house, Ph Miles
on 641 South, $200 and
753-1326 after 6 PM.
deposit. 753-4699.
Solid Oak 42 inch round dining
table, natural finish $185. Call
FOR RENT
753-0373.
Small two bedroom
Wood for A, $25 a rick
delivered and stacked. Call
white frame house on
489-2436.
121 South. $135 per
month plus $135
Wood .for sale, $25
rick,
deposit. Coll 753-5322
delivered. Call 436-2744.
after 4 p.m.
Wood stove and color 25 inch
TV set. See at Penney first
house on right on Forrest Col- Three
room.farmhouse, furnisheman road. Call 753-8085._
ed. 10 miles. east of Mtn1976 Yamaha 175ct, dirt bike, ray.Call 753-2480 after 5 pm.
excellent condition, $270. Call
753-0373.
37. Livestock-Supplies
•

111
, P111.

AMMOM:

Pox

Or I

e
e

I,

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
P. Miller St.
Open Hours
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
Closed Wednesday
753-3685

Dial-A-Service

JOHN SMITH

(Clip This Ad From The Paper And Save For A Handy Reference)
,IIPIP
lire
Kelley's Termite 8 Pest Control
WO
III00
Free Termite Inspection
.0
Flies, Roaches, Silver Fish & Shrubs
75/-3914
Fire
Police
Ky.
100S. 13th St.
Murray,
911
911
.
Murray-Calloway
Robinson 8 Day
OCERmir'S
County Hospital
Painting
Sheriff
CUSTOM KITCHEN
Contractors
753-5131
CABINETS & CUSTOM
7534151
753-5292
WOODWORKING
O
a
t

753-7411
Ni) ifil 'I

E

**

FALL SPECIAL
10°'. OFF
All Point
And labgr

Ambulance
753-9332

(With This Ad)

*(115T°14
"
KT rgit"
"
/"
•CUSTOM 1111111 KFT(11111
CABINETS

7534940
1212 MAIN

Isperienced Quality Work
Very Reasonable Prices

Radio Cab
Company

TAXI CAB
SERVICE.

Ilk

MAGIC HAT

60.m.-Midnight
Doys A Week

"C.
...71
;y Sweeping
In the fine old
tradition"
-

Business Phone-

753-5351 .
or 753-5352
Residence

Business 436-2731

..-"."7"1".....60"...0"4".....5,

ST COPY AVAILABLE

1975 Vega Wagon, excellent
condition, power steering, air.
$990. Call-489-2595.
1972 Volkswagen. metallic
blue, air, good condition, best
offer. 759-13841 753-7190

"A ticket to OUT-one way!"

Wanted: Person to take up pay- ARABIAN HORSES FOR SALE
'Professional Semees
ment on 4 month old remote Visitors welcome! South on
ith The f'riendl
Locust
Grove
Road.
753-6100
control color t.v. Warranted. 1
ii K
'Ski ii
3
Ree-Mar Arabians, 753-6126.
& B Music, 753,7575.
A CAREFUL
BUYER'S DREAM.
28. Mob. Home Rents 38. Pets-Supplies •
Would you like to look around
New listing - Owner
For rent: Two bedroom trailer AAA Dog Grooming, 12 years 40 ish again?.,..Then see this leaving town, 3
near Murray, No pets. Call 489- experience, .510. Call Golche brick home located on qpiet bedroom, 1
bath, By.
Brown, Lynn Grove, 435-4579. street near MSU. It's just for
2611.
and frame home, nice12x60 Mobile home for, rent. AKC Registered - Boxer pups. you 3 bedrooms (large master. ly decorated, electric
See Brandon Dill at Dill's Call AM9-2089, AM9-33.03 bedroom), den • with built in
heat. 1 car carport.
E
storage unit, 2 baths all
Trailer Court, Murray Drive-In anytime.
redecorated with 'paint, with storage.' Large rr
Theatre entrance.
no.aog
Basic and
wallpaper, panelling Land- lot. This is a well built 1
Two bed-room trailers, corn,
' dience classes. Breed handling, scaped lawn with trees and
home and. modqrately
pletely furnished, good condi- tracking, and protection. All
priced at $36,500.00.
shrubs,,
fenced
backyard
for
tion, from $145. Call 753- _breeds
Professional-privacy.
WsAate: Call
EXCELLENT
8964.
instructor. 436-2858.
753-1492...Century .21 1.oretta
VALUE
Dog s.rooming and boarding for lobs, Realtors...Oh. yes. IT IS
1803 Westwood - reducthe holidays. Reasonable rates, riced in tbe $40's.
ed for a quick sale. i
Hidden Valley Kennels 435•wst•
ownef transferred out
Eighty five acres with
4481.
of state, this 3 B.R..
thirty acres of this in
The Emerson Electric Company located in
For sale: AKC registered Boston
1't bath, B.V. with
young timber is the
Paris, TN is searching for Production SuperTerrier puppy. Call 753-7438.
central electric heat.
farm Alex is offering on
metal
sheet
in
visors with experience
the State Line Road. Apand air, wall-to-wall 1
proximately 35 oats
carpeting, kitchen- I
fabrication far automatic *ay paint
bendable and some fees•
family room comb.,
technique. These immediate permanent
ces. Owner eager. to
WANTED:
dishwasher, range,exexoperation
sal.
Call
Alex
and
make
of
result
a
exist
as
vacancies
haust fan, in county
your
offer
today.
Office
Male
ARC.
Registered
pansion. We offer outstanding fringe benefits
but has city sewerage
7531661
homa.753-1575.
Afaghan Hound For
and water. Outside
and salary commensurate with experience.
Breeding Purposes.
storage moth, carport
Send confidential resume to or phone:
Call !Lehi at 7531 pea'v d -.8t4ve.--ccheii;
Andy Bacharach, Industrial Relations
1919 11:00-5:00 or
link fenced backyard.
Emerson Electric Company
759-1767 IOW 5:00.
Mngr.
Only 143,500.00.
Sycamore
111111ma
Smith I Me
P.O. Box 610
Telephone 753 16S t
Paris, TN 38242
753-8080
(9011 642- 1 1 20
P.O lei 381
lii
J
/

...pammar

53. ServicesMered

49. Used Cars

Courtney Small Engine Repair
* Beautiful spacious,
and Chain Saw Shop. 8 to 5
*
c
Puree's & !kurtosis
* home at the waters;
weekdays. 8 to 12 Saturday,
Insurance &
Coldwater. 489-2853.
* edge of Kentucky *
•
Reel Estate
* Lake. It is not only *
Leather repair, dying, cleaning,
Sotrthildo Coart Sq.
* well built, secluded,
and alterations. Also saddle
Merrey,Nentachy,
*and restful but, is *
and harness repair. We make
7,53-4451
50.
Uiedlrucks
*maintenance, free and *
leather clothing, chaps, vests,
For sale 1973 International tack. belts, purses. billfords:i
*can be divided into two *
travel all truck, automatic and many other gift items. Call
*separate
living': 44. Lots roiTale
transmission, model 1010, 8 247-3934.
*quarters. Enjoy the *
One acre land in Penny corn cylinder, air-conditioned, radio
*convenience of your 0.
munity complete with well heater power, clean Anxious
ALUMINUM
*own private boat dock. * Call 812 783 6764
to sell. $550 Call 753-6500 Or
*$59,500. Call today for
SERVICE
CO.
753-805(t
g.an appointment to see *
omes For Sale
Aluminum and Vinyl
ithis goregous horne. *
1979 Ford Ranger XL' one ton
al ly
Siding Custom Trim
,
•
turntsbed, excellent locat
Wurk.
11
power
Sleeting_
an(
Weirs,
*Two_ bedroom home,
Call 753-5737 for appoint- cruise control At.
*
- i)i-ussav uay or
ra to,
*with central heat and * ment
Night
brown and tan Must sell due
*air with walkout base*ment located near'
; Three bedroom, 2 bath brick to ill health $5500 Call 436- Need work on your trees? Topp38. Pets-Supplies
43. Real Estate
*
'
/
2 acre lot. Outside 2271
*Kentucky
Lake. On * home on 11
Schnauzers
Minaiure
building, heat pump and wood 1967 Ford truck, good.condi- ing, pruning, shaping, com*paved
street,
large
'registered, 2 male, 1 female
stove„recently decorated with tion:6-cylinder startdard--slirft: plete removal and more. Call
*wooded. lot; outside;
Call 753-8046 or 436-2630
many extras, excellent condi- $475. Call 753-0952-after 330 11011E111- TREE MINCE for
*storage. $15,900.
professional tree care. 753after 5 pm.
tion. 489-2438.
MINN ire. 4614436
*
pm
* .
_
8536
)0
MIN Mamma 151-14711
*
Six month old male AKC
with
2
renTwo
bedroom
house
753-S125
*
*
Puma..Mem
52. Boats and Motors • Painting .- Paperhanging registered Chesapeake
I...N. 11••• 751.1•61
* tal apartments.for income in
6,IVIIM 751.1145
*,
61•
Retriever. Call 759-4663.
Write Box 712, 14'Jon boat. swivel seats. 11 2 General maintenance. Free
city.
$26,000.
Im.Sammitor
.1"
hio motor, and Wilk $800. estimates. 759-1987.
CONVENIENT
Murray, KY 42071.
*
fS3-111.
*
41. Public Sale
Call 753-0123 or 436-5433
LOCATION
Reynolds aluminum products,
•
Near a shopping
•14 loot.Polai Kraft mil boat. 18 ALUMINUM SERVICE CO. Call
* Murray-Calloway * 47. Motorcycles
center,this 3 bedroom, *
1977 Honda ATC 90. 3 wheeler. hp Evinrude, trolling motor. 753-0689
County Realty
1"Az bath charmer
JAMES'
new
tires. $450 Calf 753-7750 Moody trailer, running lights Roofing, carpentry, all home
(502)753-8146 *
features a convenient
bass seats. Cell 753-0900.
after
repairs. Professional work, 36
3:30 pm ask for Chris.
ANTIQUES
304 N. 11th St.
*
kitchen, economical
years experience. Call 753*
* 1977 360 cc Honda tor sale
Murray. Ky. 42071
53. Services Offered
Custom Stripping and
and
gas
heat
Central
;9759.
Asking $800 or best offer Must Custom mode cabinets. yriusic 4706 or 753
Repairing
and
.
.
.
.
.
-oe-ntr
a r757-4584
Stop, For all yObrfe-pairrieeds-.Refinishing. Custom
centers
book
cases
hutches
Ideal Investment Rental .1
conditioning. A good
roofing, carpentry, plumbing
Cabinets and WoodReasonable 436-2566.
•
rental units-lecated on 58
buy at $38,900. Owner
and electrical work, look no
working. No dipping.
acres in lake area: 6 trailers 49. Used Cars
-CARPET CLEANING, free more! Call 753-9226 or 70has been transferred,
Hwy. 641 South
and older home have income of 1973 Buick Regal, sport estimates, satisfied references.
immediate'possession.
9623 Well do your job large or
approximately $490 ,per mon- wheel's. $995. Call 753-9710.
492-8850
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- small. All work done to your
Phone 753-1222, the
th. 10 acres tendable...Priced
ing, Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning. satisfaction.
Kopperud Realty
in the $60's. Call 753-1492 at 1980 Cutlass Supreme, white 753-5827.
"Home Teain", action
Thinking of remodeling your
Century 21 Loretta Jobs. with wine interior. 8700 aides.
753-1222.
number
43. Real Estate
For your Watkins products see house? We do it all! Hawley
Realtors for more information. $7200. 759-1854.
1979 Camaro Burlinetta, bright Holman Jones at 217 South Bucy, 492-8120.
New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 full
WORTH SEEING'
13th Street or tall 75313128,
exyellow',
automatic,
lots
of
Will
haul
driveway
white
rock
baths,. brick veneer . home,
WORTH OWNING
tras, one •owner. $5500. Call Fire damaged restoration ,Call and Ag
have any'type
1621, Keenland Drive. Home
Beautiful home in the
'435-4555.
442-6677 or 527-1908.
of brown or white pea gravel.
features Olympic size - pool, --heart of the city. Nine •
Central heat and air, fireplace.
19.80 Chevette. AM radio, 'Heating. Refrigeration:. Air..Con- Also do backhoe work. Call
rooms, Pt baths, two
burglar alarm system. For more
automatic transmission', reclin- ditiorters. :appliance repairs Roger Hudson 753-4545 or
fireplaces - one wood
information call Purdom &
ing seats, 9500 miles.' still Bob's Refrigeration Service 7,53-6763
burning and 'the other
Thurman Real Estate. 753under warranty. $4550. Call Hazel Kentucky, 498-8370
gas. A den that is ideal
LOOKING
4451. Suzy- Wells 753-1585,
ROOFING
759-1915. •
Mur.ray Ky 753-7829. Robe"
for a home business or
AN INVESTMENT?
Geneva Jones 753-6557.
Commercial and Resientertaining_ _ • your
Try this 10 room older
1977, Chevette 'Scooter. New (Bobby) Lockhart.
dential, Shingle and
guests. Let us ihow it
tires.'Excellent- condition. 751 K & K Stump Removal. Lo yo,.
home on a large cor)1110lIT if LIT, in'.
Built-Up Roofs. Refer- to yodtoday, for quali'need stumps removed fror
ner lot. An excellent
Mders aim MN I. muff 16.
NM.,buyer .ad Mfr.
ences, all
work
ty is the name of this
your yard or land cleared .c*
buy for someone that
Custom.
V8,
318,
1972
Dodge
FARMS-HOMES
guaranteed. 753-658I
stump0 We can reenoy.
house. Priced in the
can
'do
their
own
4-door.
Call
753-6550.
.
BUSINESSES
stumps up to 24- below th•
or 759-1859.
Phone'Kopperlud
remodeling. Zoned R3
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
Datsun 760 Z. low miles, new ground. leaving only sawdu,.
Realty, 753-1222 for all
and priced at $16,000.
PROPERTY
tires,
clutch
and
paint.
Air,
tugand chips. Call for .free Wet basement? We make wet
the information in this
Phone Koriperud RealListings needed! Offices
gers and spokes. 753-6429.
estimate, Bob Kemp 4354343 basements dry work completelisin•g.
new
ty, -760-1222 for
Coast to Coast. Buyers
or
Bob Kemp. Jr 435-4319.
1975 Datsun B-210, 4-door,
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Everywhere.
courteous, competent
from
actual
35,000
automatic,
air,
gasin- -Morgan - Construction Co..
1
apar
Licinsed
property.
Small
Income
Real
Estate
Service.
.
"Free" Catalog.
miles, new tires. $2675. Call_ -stallatton.
stallatron. heating installotion Route 2. -Box 409A, Paducah.
ment building, fully rented, ex,
STROUT REALTY
436-2165 or 753-0521.
KY 42001. or call day or night.
Jos I Sonno.IIM
and repairs. Call 753-7203
cellent income. For sale by
LARGE FAMILY
12 1 2(Miro.. IN
1-442-7026,
owner. Low $20'S. Caly 753For sale: 1978 Votary. 24,000
HOME
Mums 11
Plc'
"Total
the
8742,
miles, loaded, 14500 or best • Get
5 Bedroom home in.
Will do plumbing, heating,
753-0186
• ture:" Color portraits,
offer. Call 759-1057.
painting. roofing. carpentry.
Anytom
Canterbury Estates,
black and whites, hand
e
A newly remodeled two
753-2211 or 759-1270 •
Over 3000 sq. ft. of liv1975 Maverick, Cdoor. radio,
oil and tinting.
bedroom home with all new
ing area in this roomy
A-C. power steering and brakes.
Will rake leaves. Monday
WARNING! Do' not look at this
wiring and plumbing new cook
CARTER STUDIO
family honi*. Living
753-7245 after 3 pm.
property unless you . are
through Thursday, and Saturstove, refrigerator and gas
75311298
room, large eat-in kit304 Main
prepared to buy! The first
heating stove. New stainless
day. 753-9344.
1973 Monte Carlo, 73.000
chen,
den
with
steel
sink
and
both
room
fixtemptation is the beautifully
miles, in good shape Call 759tures.
Storm
doors
and
winfireplace,
19'x17'
treed 15 acres...The second is
1767.
dows. Located in Hazel
the home that consists of 3
game room, storage
S23,000.
Mercedes Benz, diesel 220.
bedrooms, 2 baths, and rec
galore, and large' condark green, air, automatic, exroom...The third is that it .is
225 L.
crete backyard patio
cellent condition, $4000. Call
close-in...The fourth is owner
for those summer
Across From Community Center
5pm.
901-232-8360
after
financing is available...Test
cookouts. Offered well
REAl ESTATE
your will power and call us at
1972 Plymouth Duster, slant 6.
below replacement
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
753-1492 Century 21 loretp
2-door, new front seat Asking
cost. Reduced to
lobs. Realtors
$900. Call 753-0193 after
$79,900. Phone KopMost for your Money! Lovely 3
4:30.
Realty
for
full
perucl
bedroom. 2 bath, ranch with
HERE'S TOUR CHANCE to own
Thurs., Fri. &Sat. 8:30-12:30
j978 Trans Am T-A, 4;speed.
time Real Estate Serlarge kitchen/family room, on
a part of Mother Nature
package.
Dark
handling
vice.
WS-6
4 acres. You have to see the
without being out a lot of
blue with light blue interior
cash!! 13 rolling acres on ' many extras this home offers
Colt after 5 pm. 753-1575.
line
Graves-Marshall County
includes prime location for
just north of Hwy. 80. Road
country living. Call Spann Real
frontage on East arid West
ty Associates. 753-7724.
sides with two building sites.
Tobacco base and barn. Only
S18,500. Need further directions° Just call. We'll help!

26. TV-Radio

SUPERVISORY
PERSONNEL WANTED

! Deportment
with the leaf
ovember 10,

43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate.
**************

28.114-.Aome Rents

li:Vacuum Cleaners

._
•

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

LeatherRepair
8
Quality Service Custom Work
Company
• Clothing, Saddles,

a&

--

Heating and Air
Condwoning Sales '
Sotes rtneS6rvice--. • '
Modern Sheet Metal
t Service Departments

753-9290

Harness, Purses
• & Billfolds

753-9736

•
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DEATHS & FUNERALS
Mrs. Seaford Dies
Sunday At Hospital

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Mahan

Mrs. Outtarid Dies
Saturday; Funeral
To Be On Tuesday
Mrs.' Millie Smotherman
outland,formerly of Calloway
Counts, died Saturd4 at 6
p.m: at the Jennie Stuart
Hospital, Hopkinsville. She
was 86 years of, age and had
been residing with her sister,
Mrs. Bessie Sigler, at
llopkiii.sville.
The deceased Yt:,as a
ineMber of the General Baptist Church, Hopkinsville. She
was limit married to Robert
and she. later married Amos ,
Outland who died Aug. 9, 1958.
Born May 13, 1894,in Calloway
1•ourity. she was the daughter
of the late Jeff Hubbs and
al.ucyJaCkson Hubbs.
Mrs. Outland is-survived by
three daughters — Mrs. Buck
I Sue ) Critterition, Warren,
Mrs. Bob ) Mary
Ha ligan; Baxter Spring,
Kans.. and Mrs. Ruby
Killebrew, Nashville, Tenn.;
itep daughter, Mrs. Raymond
(Opal) Jones. South Second
Street. Murraytwo sons, Al
Smotherman, Fontana, Cal.,
and J. R. Smothrman, OrtinNine, 1ich.; step son, R. C.
(Julia ottAlurray.. .
She is also survived by four
--sisters—Mm-Sigler-and Mrs.
Tommy Lane, Hopkinsville,
- Mrs. Margaret Wareing,
Phoenix, . Ariz., and Mrs.
'Sabra Morton, Hot Springs,
Ark.; two brothers, Nolan.
Hubbs, Oklahoma, and Burl'
Hobbs, South Carolina; nine
grandchildren:'five step
grandchildren; 13- great
grandchildren.; nine Step
great grandchildren.;
The funeral Will be held
Tuesday at 10:30 a.m, at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the: Rev.
Robert Reibenuth of Poole officiating and Mrs. Oneida,.
. :White_all organist and soloist.
Burial will follow in the
Barnett Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Revival Services
Now At Bethany

Robert Upton, Jr.
Dies; Was Enroute
Home From Overseas

Mrs. Maude Seaford of 909
LII)(iii) SVI.VICeN t or Mrs. P. North Fourth Street, Murray,
Bill ) Mahan, the former died Sunday at 11:20 p.m. at
Myrtle Todd,of Murray Route the Murray-Calloway County
8 were held Saturday at 2 p.m. Hospital. She was 86 years of
at the chapel of the Blalock- age and a member of the First
Coleman Funeral Home with Baptist Church.
She is survived by two
the Rev. A. M. Thomas ajid
the Rev. A. ,H. McLeod of- sisters, Mrs. Lottie Clayton,
ficiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs.
as organist. .
Dan (Caroline) Bailey, North
Murray; four
Pallbearers were John and Eighth Street,
— Shirley
grandchildren
Richard
Mahan,
James
Seaford,
Young, and David. Tim, and Bouknight and Steve
Seaford, LexSkip Ginn. Burial was in the Murray, David
ington, and Peggy Walker,
Temple Hill Cemetery.
Jackson, Miss.; five 'great
ctieil
Mrs. Mahan, • 83,
e
Thurs y a :I p. a
The Max Churchill Funeral
Murray-Calloway County Home will be in charge of the
Hospital.
funeral and burial' arShe is survived by her.hus- rangements.
band; one daughter, Mrs.
itilton Hale, Murray; two
sons; J. R. Mahan, Murray
Route 8, and J. C. Mahan,
Murray Route 5; brother,
Kennie Todd, Murray; four
Finahrites for Mrs. Clifford
grandchildren; three step F.(Kitty Mangrum )Rogers of
grandchildren; six great-- Murray Route I were held
grandchildren.
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the

Robert Hale Upton, Jr., of
Cadiz died Sunday at 8 a.m. at
the Jamaica Queen Hospital,
Jamaica, N. Y. He was 59
years of age.
Mr. Upton wasstricken with
an apparent heart attack at
Kennedy Airport • New York
City, while enroute home from
Saudi Arabia where he had
been in construction work for
the past nine months.
The .deceased was, a
member of the Canton Baptist
Church where.he served as a
ad By
oJ—
teacher, was a Navy veteran
of World War II, member of
the American Legion Post No.
74, and was on leave as a
director of the Bank of Cadiz.
He was a 32nd degree Mason
and was a member of Canton
Lodge No. 242 Free and Accepted Masons, West Kentucky Consistory, and Cadiz
Shrine Club.
Born April 5, 1921, in Trigg
County, he was the son of the
chapel of the Max Churchill late Robert Upton and Melia
Funeral Home with the Rev. Downs Upton. One sister, Mrs.
Mike i.ittrell officiating and Myrtle Ray King,died in 1968.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Oneida White as organist
Mrs. - June Smiley Upton,
and soloist. •
Pallbearers were Gail and Cadiz; one daughter, Mrs.
Carl Doron, Tom Lewellyn, Susan Holmes,and one grandMax and Eddie Workman, son, Jason Robert Holmes,
Lorin Watson, Hugh Deering, Cadiz; one son,.Robert Hale
and Euel Worthem. Buria was Upton III, St. Paul, Minn.; one
sister, Mrs. Nell Leneave,
in the Salem Cemetery.
Mrs. Rogers, 64, died Cadiz.
The • funeral- • will-be held
Thursday at - 3- p.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital, Wednesday at 10 a.m, at the
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
Paducah.
She is survived by her hus- Rome, Cadiz, with the Rev.
band; daughter, Mrs. Ike Omar Jenkins, the Rev. Joe
Grogan, Murray Route 5; Segree, and the Rev. Ronnie
stepdaughter, Mrs. W.P. Hut- Swells officiating. Burial will
chens,- Murray; son, Joe F. follow in the East • -End
Rogers, Mayfield; two sisters,. Cemetery, Cadiz.
Friends may call at the
Mrs. Julie Schindler and Mrs.
Chettie Bazzell, Phoenix; funeral home after 10 a.m. on
Ariz.; four grandchildren; two Tuesday.
step grandchildren.

Services Held At
Local Chapel For
Mrs. Kitty Rogers

Final Rites Held
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Coleman
The funeral for Mrs. Mary
Magdalene Higgins Coleman
was held Sunday at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Elijah Balentine and
the Rev. William Balentine officiating. Music was by Pat,
Lana, and Nancy Balentine
and Doug Holt.
Pallbearers were Charles
McCoy, Kenneth Keel,
William Knight,. William Litchfield, Johnny Downingand
Hamer McCoy. Burial was in
the New Jenny 'Ridge
Cemetery.
Mrs. Coleman, 63, died Friday at 10:50 a.m, at the
Murray-Calloway Coulity
Hospital. She was a member
of the 'New Jenny Ridge
Pentecostal Church. Born
June -18:. 1917, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late:Thomas Chambers
and Mary Erniline Maupin
Chambers.
-•

Survivors include one
Revival services are now in
progress at the Bethanz Mis- daughter, Mrs. Ralph
sionary Baptist Church at ) Louise Balentine, Murray
New Concord with the Rev. Route 3; one son, Bobby
Boliby Light of Cadiz as the LoVins, Murray; sister, Mrs.
Louis attelle) Donelson, Mur.
'evangelist.
Services will be at 7 p.m. ray Route 6; three brothers —
each night and at 11 am.and 6 Robert and Corbet Chambers,
p.m. on Sunday, according to Murray Route 3, and Willis
the pastor, the Rev. Bob Chambers, Michigan; four
Courtney, who invites the grandchildren; nine great
grandchildren.
,
public to attend:

MARJORIE and BILL
MAJOR

Felix H. Dunn's
Funeral Services
Held At Church

Funeral Conducted
For Mrs. Riley
Funeral services for Mrs.
James Rudolph Riley of Paris,
Tenn., were held Sunday at 2
p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church,Paris.
Nephews served as
'pallbearers and burial,,i,vas in
tthe Memorial Cemetery there
with the arrangements by the
McEVoy Funeral Home of
Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Riley, 83, died Friday
at the Covington _Manor, Covington, Tenn. Her husband
died Aug.30,1965.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Max Carman,
Murray, and Mrs. Joe P.
Hackett, St. - Paul, Minn.;
three sons — James R.,
William Dial, and Roy Roy
Riley; sister, Mrs. Sam W.
Pillow; 19 grandchildren; 12
great grandchildren.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take
to the
the form of
church or one's favorite charity.

onations

wish to announce
their affiliation with

A81 Travel
Time Inc.

Stock Market

Air reservations by APOLLO automation.

We ask that our clients, and others, call us
for all their travel needs at ..
753-0880 Evenings

Pnces of stocks of local interest at 11
is CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger & Tunes by First of Michigan
Corp., of Murray.
Industrial Average
+1.62
Air Products
unc
Ashland
32'8+1%
, American Telephone
494-%
Chrysler
aune
Ford Motor
G.A.F..
General Dynamic
7312+1%
General Motors
49,4-44
General Tire
Goodrich
23/
3
4+%
Goodyear
18+%
Gulf Oil
413
/
4-4
,
1
Hardts
26% one
He
in
28% one
I.B.M
Jenco
20%b,20%a
B-mart
19%-%
Kuhn's Big K
no trade
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
27%+%
Texaco'
U.S. Tobacco
„404-51
Wendy's
14'.b. 14%a

"That's the way
you want
it.
"

The funeral for Felix
Howard Dunn of 601 Elm
Street, Murray, was held Sunday at 2 p.m. at the First Baptist Church with the Rev. Dr.
Bill Whittaker, John Dale,and
the Rev. G. T. Moody officiating. Joan Bowker was
organist and Margaret Boone
was soloist.
Active pallbearers were
Joe, John, James, and David
Parker, Prentice and John H.
Dunn,and Tommy and Robert
Hutchens.
Honorary
pallbearers , were Clifon
Cochran, Hoyt Roberts,
Wendell Allbritten, Nix
Crawford, L. D. Miller, Ralph
McCuiston, Theron'
,
Riley,
Fred Pogue, Joe Dick, A. W.
Sjmmons, Jr., Tommy
Rughing, Gaylord"T. Forrest,
C. D. Vinson, Jr., and
members of the Crusaders
Sunday School Class of the
church.
Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery • with the • arrangements by the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Dunn,65,died Friday at
9:25 a.m. a; the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Survivors include ,his wife,
Mrs. Marjorie Stiroat Dunn;
two sisters, Mrs.. Rudy -.Heneks, Howell, Mich., and
Mrs. W. Hafford Parker, Mur
ray; brother, George Willard
Dun, and brother-in-law,
Walter Hutchens, Murray;
one niece; several nephews.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the
Murray State Foundation for
Felix H. Dunn Scholarship
Fund For Needy Students of
Calloway County.

Men's or
Ladies

2 Pc.
Suits
Nov 1 1 1 2 1 3

one HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs
(Bill44t SHOPPINCFNIER
Open 7 o m to 6 p
Milan 1534525

With
GMAC And Bank
Financing

it

1979 Camaro
light blue, blue vinyl interior, 6 cylinder,
power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, rally wheels.
$5377.00

1978 Buick LeSabre Custom, burgundy, burgu.i y sadd e interior, split seats, power windows, power locks, tilt, cruise,
am/fm stereo, power steering, power brakes, air conditioning
$4977.00

1980 Citation 4 door, white green interior, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioning, approximately 18,x xx miles.
$5977.00

1978 Honda

1979 Chevrolet 2 door, yellow, automatic, 9xxx
$4077.00

miles.

1979 Chevrolet 2 door yellow automatic 9xxx miles. 64077.00

agon, white, blue interior, 4 speed, 33,xxx miles

1978 Olds Regency, 4 door, carmine, carmine cloth interior,
50,x vs miles, power steering, power brakes, air conditioning,
split seats, power windows, power locks, power seats, tilt,
cruise, am/fm,85577.00

1978 Chevrolet Luv 4x4,red,4 speed,12,s xx miles,$6577.00

-T.';1111111.1.

.6
1979 Chrysler Cordoba, burgundy, burgundy vinyl roof,
burgundy interior, 22,xxx, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning, power windows, power seats. $5077.00

1978
evro et pic up
ustom 10 short wheel base,
silver/blue interior, 23,00x miles. power
steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, rails $4977.00.

1978 Mark IV black, black interior, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, 46,o an miles, am/fm with CB, power
window, power locks, power seat, tilt curiae, wheels.
$7877.00

1979 Chevrolet Monte Carlo, black, red bucket seats, power
steering, power brakes, 2l,i,on miles, air conditirining, wire
caps,$5577.00

1976 Olds Cutlass, 2 door, beige, beige interior, power
steering, power brakes, air conditioning, 42,x sr miles, wire
hub caps. 83477.00.

1979 Chevrolet Luv, black, 4 speed, air conditioning, 14,xxx
miles, $4400.00

1980 Century Buick 4 door, carmine, dark carmine vinyl roof,
23,o an miles, V6 engine, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning, cruise control, $6677.00

1977 Chevrolet El Camino, two tone Nile povver steering,
power brakes, air conditioning, 52,x x miles tilt, cruise, rally
wheels. $4477.00

1978 Pontiac Bonneville, 4 door, light green, green vinyl roof,
green 'vinyl interior, 37,xxx miles, tilt wheel, cruise control.
$4977.00

1978 Cadillac Fleetwood Brahain, silvei, silver interior, moon
roof, split seat, power windows, power kicks. tilt, cruise,
am/fm stereo,lot more extras. $7477.00.-

1977 Monte Carlo Landau silver, tilt, cruise, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioning, 50,xxx miles, wire wheel
covers. $3577.00

1978 Malibu Wagon,green, brown vinyl interior, 31,xxs miles,
power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, local one
owner,$4377.00.

1979Impala Wagon

2 429

•

Passenger two tone blue blue vinyl interiar, 13,xxx
miles power steering, power brakes, oir conditioning
wire hubcaps

527Z00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc'.
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts

Shirts on"' 55

,+=

@

Laundered and pressed
to perfection
folded or on hangers

Dwain Taylor Fall Specials

5/229

753-2617

641 Seloh

AE=3,10

prices good all week!

19/9 Caprice, two tone silver, red interior, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioning, 28,xxx miles, am/fm stereo,
wire hub caps. $5577.00.

Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet,Inc.
Hour:
roc, lie? GrKg OM (eeitny With Content GM Poi is

8-8 Thurs. )3, Fri.
• 8-6 On Sat.

•

w-sieweesseerrealowee.`

1

1979 Olds 98 Regency, carmine, carmine cloth, 29,1nm miles,
power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, tilt cruise,
power split seats, am/fm stereo CBI, wire caps 86977 00.

"
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

U.S.641 S
753-2617

